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THE CONSUMER INDEBTEDNESS CRISIS:
LAW SCHOOL CLINICS AS LABORATORIES
FOR GENERATING EFFECTIVE
LEGAL RESPONSES
PEGGY MAISEL*
AND

N ATALIE

ROMANt

For the legal system to operate effectively, it must address problems
arising from the absence of needed laws, or, if enacted, of laws that
have been drafted poorly or are not being implemented in a fair and
just manner. Since law schools are generally part of a larger university
community, they are uniquely placed to serve as laboratories to find
solutions to such problems, perhaps nowhere more so than in their legal
clinics. The latter have in fact often played the role of legal innovators,
but their contributions to the law and therefore to society at large have
been little documented or appreciated. This article begins to rectify that
situation by using examples of how law clinics have been creatively addressing many of the problems that have arisen as a result of the current
consumer indebtedness crisis. We then indicate that what is needed now
is strenuous evaluation and analysis of these efforts so that they can be
widely distributed and publicized. By so doing, we believe other institutions will be motivated to adapt and develop strategies and methodologies to address critical legal needs both nationally and in their local
communities. The ultimate result will be a win-win for all parties involved: society will benefit from having important needs addressed,
clinic students will gain important skills and knowledge that will help
them in their work after graduation, and law schools will achieve enhanced standing in their communities by making a difference in people's lives.
INTRODUCTION

One of the main roles of universities has always been to expand
our knowledge and understanding of the world. While this is probably
most evident in the sciences, medicine, and the humanities, the need is
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just as great in the social sciences and law. Given that law has been
wholly created by humans, the goal of research and analysis in this
field is not simply to explain something previously unknown. Rather,
the goal of legal research is to address problems arising from the absence of needed laws, or, if enacted, of laws that have been drafted
poorly or are not being implemented in a fair and just manner. Law
school clinics are a logical place to perform this type of research and
analysis. In fact clinical law students in growing number have been
generating new responses to legal problems that benefit society. We
believe that these contributions have been too little studied or appreciated.] Thus the goal of this article is to document how law school
clinics have already demonstrated their ability to be legal problem
solvers and, just as importantly, to stimulate other institutions to
adapt strategies and methodologies that are already developed to address critical needs in their local communities.
To demonstrate the creativity and effectiveness of law school clinics, this article will focus on their response to the current crisis in consumer indebtedness that forms part of the broad economic downturn
in the United States over the past four years. The impetus for this
study was an international conference on over-indebtedness and
credit regulation organized in August, 2010 by the University of Pretoria Law Clinic in South Africa. The conference's goal was to look at
the role of education and research in addressing problems of credit
regulation, prevention, and relief of over-indebtedness. 2 This article
began as a presentation at that conference and was undertaken to present ideas on what US. law schools are doing to educate their students while also addressing the US. mortgage foreclosure and
consumer indebtedness crisis.
The first section presents evidence of the crisis in the US. where
1 There is a quickly growing body of clinical scholarship studying th e work and
pedagogy in law clinics over the past twenty years. See Clinical Legal Education: An Annotated Bibliography (Revised 2005), http://facu lty.cua.edu/ogil vylBibIi005clr.htm (last visited April 1, 2011) (con taining a comprehensive compilation of articles on clinical legal
education). However, clinical faculty are busy teachers and practitioners an d often do not
have the time to research and write about the work in which they are engaged.
2 Th is confere nce, held August 12 to 14, 2010, focused on national credit legislation
and its implementation with contributions from Professor Patricia McCoy, U niversity of
Connecticut; Malcolm Hurlston, Consumer Cred it Counselling Service, United Kingdom;
Professor Harry Raj ak, Dean Emeritus, University of Sussex, United Kingdom; Professor
Nick Huls, Erasmus University Rotterdam & Leyden U ni versity; Judge Eberhard
Bertelsmann, Acting Judge at the Supreme Court of Appeals South Africa; Mr. Gabriel
Dave l, CEO, National Credit Regulator, Soutb Africa; other noted South African academics and one of the authors, Peggy Maisel. The conference was organized by Professor Franciscus Haupt, Director, University of Pretoria Law Clinic. See International Conference on
Over-Indebtedness and Credit Regulation, http://web.up.ac.za/default.asp?ipkCategory
ID=14939&subid=14939 (last visited March 18, 2011).
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American families are experiencing high rates of mortgage foreclosures resulting from defaults on subprime loans as well as the increased use of bankruptcy to gain relief fro m burdensome consumer
debt. Since banks and other creditors primarily use the legal system to
enforce their claims and most consumers by virtue of their economic
plight cannot afford legal representation, the latter are at a serious
disadvantage. 3 Reversal of this trend requires that the limited resources available to the vast number of people who cannot afford a
lawyer develop innovative solutions to address these clients'
problems. 4 One such resource is the law school clinic.
The second and third sections, which constitute the heart of the
article, describe and evaluate some of the different ways law school
clinics have already responded to this crisis.s The second section discusses these responses and includes a description of programs focusing
on foreclosure defense, post-foreclosure assistance, and bankruptcy,
as well as those that focus strictly on consumer law and related issues.
This section concludes with a description of how a law school clinic in
South Africa has approached these same problems, providing a perspective on what is being done internationally in this area. The third
section is an analysis of the different clinical models, which includes
the economic benefits to consumers, the pedagogical benefits to students and the reputational benefits to law schools that can result from
the different models.
The information uncovered demonstrates how law school clinics
are fulfilling their role as laboratories by generating new strategies
and approaches to protect the rights of those least likely to be represented. Given this, the article concludes with a discussion of how the
strategies and models that have been developed can be adapted for
clinical programs in other practice areas, not just those focused on
consumer issues. The possibilities for experimentation are vast, as
3 As a result millions now fin d themselves in danger of losing their homes or cars, with
negative consequences such as homelessness or difficulty in securing new work or renting
an apartment because of poor credit history. This crisis is exacerbated by the fact that,
without th e appearance of opposing counsel, there are no legal checks on banks, fina ncial
institutions, and credit card companies using practices that may be improper or even
unlawful.
4 In the Uni ted States we have a system of lega l aid (primarily Legal Services progra ms) and public defender offices to provide lawyers for those people who cannot afford
legal representation. While this system works reasonably well in criminal matters, it is welldocumented that most people who cannot afford an attorney in civil cases never obtain
representation. It should be made clear at the outset that while many law school clinics
have undertaken new efforts or expanded existing ones, no one expects th em to fi ll the
need for representation by all persons who need it but cannot afford it.
5 This evaluati on is not rigorous or empirical. As this article concludes, in-depth evaluation using specific criteria would be useful in determining what problem-solving approaches may have the most benefits.
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demonstrated by the different approaches these 'clinical laboratories'
have already taken: policy advocacy at the governmental level, including the creation and enforcement of administrative regulations and
new statutory rights and remedies; litigation that seeks to provide relief to large numbers of people; alternative dispute resolution strategies such as mediation of debt problems; direct pressure on creditors
by those aggrieved to get them to change their practices; and the education of consumers as to their rights and responsibilities. The result
of all of these approaches is a potential win-win proposition for all
concerned.

Financial experts place the beginning of the current financial crisis in the fourth quarter of 2007.6 One of the marked effects of the
crisis has been the rise in unemployment from 5% in the first quarter
of 2008 to a high of 10.4% in the first quarter of 2010.' Moreover,
harm to particular individuals and families was sustained, evidenced
6 We will not discuss here the details of the crisis, its causes, and consequences other
than its effect on average consumers. For a discussion of those issues, see e.g. William
Poole, An Economy in Crisis: Law, Policy, and Morality During the Recession: Causes and
Consequences of the Financial Crisis of 2007-2009,33 HARV.J.L. & PUB.POL'Y421 (2010);
Carolyn Rucci, Developments in Banking and Financial Law: 2006-2007: The Subprime
Mortgage Crisis: Public Commentary on the Subprime Crisis and Its Causes, 27 REV.BANKING & FIN. L. 33 (2008); Christopher L. Peterson, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and the Home
Mortgage Foreclosure Crisis, 10 Lou. J . PUB. INT. L. 149 (2009); Olufunmilayo B.Arewa,
Risky Business: The Credit Crisis and Failure (Parts I-III), 104 NW. U.L. REV. COLLOQUY
398,421,441 (2010); Lisa Sutton, Developments in Banking and Financial Law: 2008-2009:
The Credit Crisis of 2008: The Roots of the Credit Crunch of 2008, 28 REV. BANKING
&
FIN. L. 3 (Fall 2008lSpring 2009); Timothy A. Canova, Financial Market Failure as a Crisis
in the Rule of Law: From Market Fundamentalism to a New Keynesian Regulatory Model, 3
HARV.L. & POL'Y REV. 369 (2009); Larry D. Barnett, The Financial Sector Upheaval of
2008: Sociological Antecedents and Their Implications for Investment Company Regulation,
5 HASTINGSBUS. L.J. 229 (2009).
7 Bureau of Labor Statistics, Databases, Tables & Calculators by Subject, http://www.
bls.gov/data/ (scroll down to "Unemployment," follow "Labor Force Statistics - One
Screen Data Search" hyperlink; then search for quarterly data selecting "Unemployment
Rate" for "Category 7: Labor Force Status" and "Quarterly" for "Category 9: Periodicity"
without limiting other categories) (last visited March 17, 2011). It remained slightly below
ten percent throughout 2010; for example, in November of 2010 the unemployment rate
was 9.8%. Id. Unemployment has been more pronounced for full-time workers than for
the part-time workforce. In 2006 and 2007, the unemployment rate for part-time workers
fluctuated between 4.8 and 5.2 % and began to increase after 2008, reaching 6.5 % in the
second quarter of 2010, the highest rate for part-time employment to date. The unemployment rates for those in full-time employment, by comparison, fluctuated between 4.4 and
4.7% in 2006 and 2007, and rapidly increased in 2008. At the end of 2009, the unemployment rate for the fully employed was 11%, its highest rate to date. In the third quarter of
2010, the unemployment rate for this portion of the labor force decreased slightly to
10.3%. Id.
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by the fact that the number of people who remained unemployed for a
year or more grew from 9.5% in 2007 to 30.9% by the end of 2010.8
Even many of those who remain employed are suffering since close to
twenty percent of them are underemployed and as a result find it difficult to buy even basic necessities9 The lack of consumers' savings
reserves,lO ubiquitous over-indebtednessu and a simultaneous rise in
food and fuel prices have exacerbated the crisis.
Those suffering in this financial crisis often find themselves involved with the legal system, generally in one or more of three ways:
debt collection suits, mortgage foreclosures, and/or bankruptcies.
These three legal proceedings differ from each other in that debtors
are the defendant in the first two while they initiate bankruptcy proceedings. Nevertheless, all three present opportunities for public interest law offices, including law school clinics, to help debtors who are
forced to go to court. Indeed, since these consumers usually cannot
afford to pay for a private lawyer, public interest law offices are often
the only places they can obtain legal representation.
The lack of income has forced many families to rely on credit
cards to purchase food, medicine, gas, and daily household necessities.'* As can be expected, this has caused a dramatic increase in debt
collection actions13 against those who fall behind on their payments.14
8 ISSUESIN LABORSTATISTICS,
U.S. DEP'T. OF LABOR,SUMMARY
10-10, at 1 (2010),
available at http://www.bls.govlopub/ils/pdf/opbils87.pdf.
9 In January 2010, 19.9% of the U.S. workforce, close to 30 million people, was underemployed. Jenny Marlar, Unemployed Report Spending 36% Less than Employed,
GALLUP,Feb. 23, 2010, http://www.gallup.com/polV125960/underemployed-report-spending-less-employed.aspx (last visited March 18, 2011).
l o The personal savings rates of Americans fell from 11% of disposable income in 1982
to less than 'h% in 2008. Lois R. Lupica, The Consumer Debt Crisis and the Reinforcement
of Class Position, Lou. U. C H I L.J.
.
557, 560 (2009).
11 In 2007, consumer debt grew faster than income, and total household debt was
$13.82 trilli n, nearly identical to the gross domestic product (GDP) of 13.843 trillion.
Mechele Dickerson, Over-Indebtedness, the Subprime Mortgage Crisis, and the
ect on
U.S. Cities, 36 FORDHAMURB.L.J. 395, 410-11 (2009).
12 The problem may have been exacerbated by the so called "democratization" of
credit prior to the recession. Credit card companies aggressively marketed their products
and encouraged even those with marginal incomes and negative credit histories to obtain
and use their credit cards. See Lupica, supra note 10, at 579-581. Between 2003 and 2007,
the amount charged to credit cards increased from $475 billion to more than $1.9 trillion.
G.A.O. REPORTNO. GAO-09-748, at 3 (2009) [hereinafter GAO REPORT],available at
http:llwww.gao.govlnew.items/d09748.pdf.At the end of 2010, the average credit card debt,
for those who carry debt, was $15,788. Credit Card Statistics Industry Facts, Debt Statistics,
www.creditcard.com/ credit-card-news/credit-card-industry-facts-personal-debt-statistics1276.php (last visited Dec. 15, 2010).
13 Debt collectors are increasingly using litigation to collect on delinquent debt. In fact,
debt collection litigation has risen to such an extent that the majority of cases on many
state court dockets are debt collection cases. GAO REPORT,supra note 12, at 41. In New
York City alone, approximately 320,000 consumer debt cases were filed in 2006. As a comparison, in all federal U.S. District Courts combined, 326,401 civil and criminal cases were
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Not as well known is the dramatic rise in complaints filed against debt
collectors 15 who have engaged in deceptive practices,16 induced cardholders whose debt had been discharged in bankruptcy to reaffirm
their credit card accounts by falsely indicating that these reaffirmation
agreements would be filed with the bankruptcy court,17 and collected
debt that had been discharged in bankruptcy.J S Nevertheless, by far
filed in the o ne-year pe riod between October 1, 2005 and September 30, 2006. THE URBAN
J USTICE CENTER, D EBT WEIGHT: TH E CONSUMER CREDIT CRISIS IN NEW YORK CITY AND
ITS IMPACT ON THE WORKING POOR, at 3 (2007) [he rei nafter DEBT WEIGHT], available at
www.urbanjustice.org/pdf/publications/CDP_De bt_Weight.pdf. A great majority of these
suits are not brought by the o riginal creditor but by en tities tha t have purch ased the debt
from the original creditor for pennies on the dollar. Id. at 2S-9. For example, in New York
City, S9.3% of consumer debt litiga tion is brought by debt buyers. Id. a t 13-14. Debt bu ying has also increased significantly in the last few yea rs. It is estimated that the amount of
debt purchased has risen from $57 billion in 2003 to $100 billio n in 2006; 75 percent of this
is credit card debt. GAO R EPORT, supra note 12, at 7.
14 The result has been an unprecedented number of credit card delinquencies a nd a
record ra te of bank charge-offs, the practice of removing from the boo ks debt that has
become uncollectible. The number of credit cards delinque nt thirty or more days peaked at
6.51 % of all credit cards in the third qu arter of 2009. Although there has been a drop in the
rate of delinquencies, this may be due not only to consumers paying down their balances
but also to banks charging off more of these debts fro m th ei r books. For example, in the
second quarter of 2010, banks charged off 10.9% of all credit card debt. As a comparison,
the charge-off rate on credit cards was 4.15 % in the fourth quarte r of 2007 at the beginning
of the crisis and averaged 4.96 % be tween 2001 and 2007. See Federal Reserve Statistical
Release, Charge-Off and Delinquency on Loans and Leases a t Commercial Banks, http://
www.federalreserve.gov/releases/chargeoff/default.htm (last visited Sept. 9, 2011).
15 Consume r compl aints to the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") about debt collection have increased and re main th e largest type of consumer complaint rece ived by th e
FTC. F.T.c. ANNUAL R EPORT 2010: FAIR D EBT COLLECTION PRACl"ICES ACT, at 3-4,
[hereinafte r FTC R EPORT 2010], available at http://www.ftc.gov/os/2010/04/P104S02fdcpa
201Oannrpt.pdf. These complaints include charges that collectors have harassed the consumer by calling repeatedly and continuously, using obscene, profane or ab usive language,
or threatening to use violence if the debt was not paid. Id. at 6. Consumers also complain
that collectors are misrepresenting the amount owed or the legal status of the de bt by
seeking to collect an amount larger than actually owed or debts that have been discharged
in bankruptcy, the second most common complaint of violations of the FDCPA in both
200S a nd 2009. Id. at 6-7. There a re also a large number of complaints that collectors
threaten dire conseq uences, such as threatening to initiate civil suit o r criminal prosecution, ga rnish wages, seize property, cause job loss, have a consumer jailed, or damage or
ruin a consumer's credit rating, if th e consumer fails to pay. Id. at 7.
16 In the Maller ojCompuCredit Corporation Atlanta, Georgia , FDIC Nos. OS-139b and
OS-140k (Dec. 15, 200S), (charging docum ents and findin gs of fact available at http://www.
fdic.gov/news/news/press/200S/CompuCredicNotice_oCCharges.pdf).
17 GAO R EPORT, supra note 12, a t 33 (discussing cases by the FTC against Sears, Roebuck, and Company; Montgomery Wa rd Credit Corporation ; Gene ral Electric Capital Corporation; May Department Stores Company; and Federated Department Stores, Inc.).
File rs in bankruptcy cases are pe rmitted to reaffirm, or agree to pay, some of their debt as
long as the agreement is fil ed with th e court and, in the case of those without legal re presentat ion, the court approves the reaffirmation. 11 U.S.c. § 524(c).
18 Galley v. Capital One Bank (USA ), N.A., No. 06-12142-JNF (Bankr. E .D . Mass.
200S) (Complaint and Stipulated Final Judgment and Order available at http://www.justice.gov/ust/eo/public_affairs/press/). The FTC has also recently prosecuted cases against
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the most typical outcome is a default judgment against consumers who
generally have ignored the problem 19 because they are unable to pay
back the debt, are intimidated and confused by the legal system, lack
understanding of their rights as debtors, are not properly served,20
debt collectors, including a payday lender, for falsely threatening consumers with arrest or
imprisonment; falsely claiming that consumers were legally obligated to pay a debt; making
false threats to take legal action that they could not take; falsely threatening or implying
that the company would garnish consumers' wages, seize or attach their property, or initiate lawsuits aga inst the consumers if they failed to pay; making unfair and un authorized
withdrawals from consumers' bank acco unts; engaging in harassing or ab usive behavior,
such as threatening the use of physical violence, using obscene or profane language; misrepresenting to consumers and to credit reporting agencies that the debt was owed and
failing to have reasonable basis for such representation; and harassing consumers, among
others. FTC REPORT 2010, supra note 15, at 12-13. Consumer advocates also report that
some debt collectors make threats to sue or sue on time barred debt, sometimes even
obtain ing default judgments on consumers that are not aware of this defense. GAO REPORT, supra note 12, at 42. In some cases, debt collectors have even sought to unl awfu lly
extend the time available to sue by, for example, altering a debt's reco rded delinquency
date or by persuading the consumer to make a small payment, or even by making an unauthorized payment in the consumer's name. Id. at 43. Despite some successes, it is believed
that consumer complaints and the cases that are prosecuted based on them do not represent the extent of the problem beca use many consumers do not know their rights and
do not file complaints with any agencies. GAO R EPORT, supra note 12, at 31.
19 The FTC reported that 95 perce nt of those sued for debt do not respond to a summons. Bernice Yeung, Some Lawyers Want to Keep Debt Collections out of the Courts,
N.Y. TIMES, April 23, 2010, at 21A.
20 GAO REPORT, supra note 12, at 42; DEBT WEIGHT, supra note 13, at 1. This belief is
not unfounded. In the last two years, a number of process servers have been criminally
charged for purposefully failing to serve summons on debtors so that the creditor could
obtain default judgments; some law firms have also been implicated. See e.g. Press Release,
The Attorney General of N.Y., Cuomo Announces Guilty Plea Of Process Server Company
Owner Who Denied Thousands Of New Yorkers Their Day In Court (Jan. 15, 2010), available at www.ag.ny.gov/media_center/2010/jan/jan15a_1O.html(reporting the guilty plea of a
process server company owner to charges of fraud for failing to deliver summons to
thousands primarily in debt collection cases); MFY LEGAL SERVICES, JUSTICE DISSERVED
(2008), available at http://www.mfy.orglwp-content/uploads/reports/Justice_Disserved.pdf
(documenting some of the problems with service processors in New York City's Civil Court
and recommending stronger oversight of process servers by the New York City Department of Cons umer Affairs); Ray Rivera, Suit Claims Fraud by New York Debt Collectors ,
N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 30, 2009, available at http://www.nytimes.coml2009112/31/nyregion/31
debt.html (reporting about a class action suit filed against debt collectors who "used fraudulent documents to surreptitiously win court judgments" without the debtors knowledge);
Martha Neil, Process Server & Office Manager Are Criminally Charged Re Alleged False
Filings for Debt Collector, A.B.A.J., Aug. 18,2010, available at http://www.abajournal.com/
news/a rticle/process_server_office_manager_are_criminally_charged_re_alleged_fa lse _fiIi n
(reporting that the owner and the office assistant of a process serving company in Las
Vegas, Nevada were criminally charged with filing false affidavits of service allegedly to
help a debt collector obtain default judgments without serving debtors); Posting of Steven
Meyerowitz to Financial Fraud Law Blog, 'Sewer Service' Suit Against Law Firm Over
100,000 Debt Collection Actions Survives Motion To Dismiss, www.financialfraudlaw.coml
lawbJog/% E2 %80% 98sewer-service % E2 %80% 99-suit -against -Iaw-firm-over -100000-debtcollection-actions-survives-motion-di (Jan. 04, 2011, 10:44 EST) (describing civil suit
against debt-buying company, a law firm, and a process service company for failure to
provide service in debt collection cases) .
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and/or perhaps most often simply cannot afford legal representation.21
Clearly, debt collectors rely on the consumers' non-appearance when
they go to court because they obtain default judgments in 95 per cent
of cases filed,22 sometimes using documentation that would be insufficient to win at trial.23 The consequences of a default judgment for the
debtors are usually devastating because they often become liable for
an amount much larger than the original debt24 and, once a default
judgment is granted, garnishment of their wages and bank accounts
usually follows. The ultimate result is an inability to pay for basic necessities such as rent, utilities, medicine, and food .
The second way those with reduced incomes find themselves involved in a court proceeding is the well-publicized rise in mortgage
defaults and foreclosures, a trend which continued through 201025 and
up to the present. Although there are numerous causes for this disaster,26 among the most significant is that many of these homeowners
did not understand the mortgages in which they were investing, which
caused some to accept non-traditional expensive subprime mortgages
even though they may have qualified for lower-cost mortgages. 27
These types of borrowers are likely the victims of predatory lenders
21 Yeung, supra note 19. Debt collectors know th at this will result in a defa ult judgment
against th e consumer, even though the debt collector may have only wea k evidence to
support the alleged debt. GAO RE pO RT, supra note 12, at 42.
22 Yeung, supra note 19.
23 In New York City, default judgments were granted in all the cases in which they were
requested, most of them with documentation that is inadmissible to prove th at th e consumer sued actu ally owed the debt or to prove th e amount of th e debt. DEBT WEIGHT,
supra note 13, at 1-2, 18-20. By not appearing in court, consumers also give up on meritorious defenses. A study conducted by th e U rban Justi ce Center in New York City reports
th at of th e few consumers th at do appear in court, onl y 0-4 % are represented by attorneys,
while all of the debt collectors are represented by counsel. Id. at 16-17. This enormous
disparity poses a problem fo r consumers, who generally do not have the knowledge to raise
defenses to the debt, which can be legally complex. As a res ul t, " the overwh elming majority of legitimate defenses to the claims ava ilable to the debtors are never raised." Id. at 1.
In fa ct, in those cases in which the consumer was represented by an attorney, the debt
collectors have agreed to discontinue the case with prejudice. Id. at 17.
24 Through the addition of interest, attorneys' fees, and costs.
25 Dickerson , supra note 11 , at 412.
26 It was partly caused by homebu ye rs who knew th at they co uld never afford to make
the monthly payments. Some even resorted to fraud by inflating th eir incomes, renting or
borrowing credi t scores of borrowers with better credit scores, paying to be added to credit
cards of those with good credit histories, or buying fa ke payroll stubs. There were also
naiVe and unsophisticated buyers who were un aware of the costs of owning a home, such as
th e requirement to pay property taxes, property insurance, and occasional maintenance
costs, and many were also surprised to find that th ey could not sell th eir homes once the
mark et stalled and that, with no equity in their homes, they could not refinance their mortgages. Dickerson, sup ra note 11, at 400-401.
27 Id. at 401. These borrowers tended to be low income, have no college degrees, andlor
to be African American or Hispanic. Id. at 413.
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seeking to make a profit at the expense of the homebuyers. 28 Although the financial industry has vigorously argued that it only used
subprime loans to provide opportunity to people with low incomes
and poor credit,29 it is now evident that this is not the case, and that
they targeted minority borrowers for subprime loans.3D
28 In fact, it is believed that "most subprime loans issued in the last decade ... have
been predatory," Creola Johnson, The Magic of Group Identity: How Predatory Lenders
Use Minorities to Target Communities of Color, 17 G EO. J. POVERTY LAW &POL'Y 165, 177
(2010), altho ugh, surprisingly, predatory le nding is not illegal. See Pe ter Miller, Why Aren 't
Predatory Loans Illegal, RealtyTrac, http://www.realtytrac.com/content/news-and-opinion/
why-arent-preda tory-loans-illegal-3550 (last visited Dec 21 , 2010). These lende rs pushed
exotic loans on credit-worthy borrowers taking advantage of their lack of knowledge to
steer the m into high-cost loans. These include th e ARM, the option ARM (a n ARM with
fou r possible payment options), balloon payment mortgages, a nd interest o nly mortgages.
Dickerson , supra no te 11 , at 413.
29 Shankar Vedantam, Subprime Mortgages and Race: A Bit of Good News May be
Illusory, WASH. POST, June 30, 2008, a t A02, available at http://www.wash ingtonpost.com/
wp-dyn/content/story/2008/06/29/STI008062902089.html.
30 Litiga tion aga inst Wells Fargo has revealed how th e ba nk used churches in African
American communities to promo te their subprime "ghetto loans" to borrowers th ey refe rred to as "mud people. " Johnson, supra note 28, a t 172-73. Both Ameriquest and Co untrywide have paid huge settleme nts after they were accused of predatory lending, tho ugh
they admitted no fault. Dateline: Inside the Financial Fiasco (NBC television broadcast
March 22, 2009) (transcript available at http://www.msnbc.msn. com/id/29827248/ns/
dateline_nbc-the_hansen_files_with_chris_hansen). A st udy by New York Unive rsity's
Furman Center for Real Estate and Urban Policy confirmed th at, even when ta king income into account, borrowers from minority neighborhoods were more likely to get a subprime loan. Mann y Fernandez, Study Finds Disparity in Mortgages by Race, N.Y. TIM ES,
Oct. 15, 2007, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2007/10/15/nyregion/15subprime.html?
pagewanted =1&_r=1&ei=5088&en=a9978e04a9864642&ex=13501872OO&partner=rssnyt&
emc=rss. A number of other studies have reported the same results. For example, New
York City's D epa rtment of Housing Preservation and Development performed an analysis
of federa l mortgage data in 2006 and found th at 58.5 percent of African-Ame ricans and
45.5 percent of Hispa nics had high-cost loans, compared to 15.9 percent of non-Hispanic
whites. Id. Sociologist Gregory D . Squires of George Washington University also fo und
that, holding income and credit factors constant, subprime loans appeared to be co ncentrated in poor neighborhoods and " targeted to minority neighbo rhoods." Vedantam , supra
note 29. The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Developme nt (" HUD ") repo rted
that "even when African American borrowers resided in high-income African American
neighborhoods, they were twice as likely to receive subprime loans as residents in lowincome White neighborhoods. " Johnson, supra note 28, at 179 (emphasis original) (internal
quotations omitted). Another study indicates that these "racial disparities increased as the
income of minorities increased." Id. a t 180-81 (emphasis original). A lthough it appea rs that
women may also have been targe ted , the connection is more difficult to make because of
the inability to compare the financial history of male and female borrowers. Nonetheless,
the Consumer Education of Ame rica found that women were 32 percent more li ke ly to
receive subprime loans than men, a difference th at increased as income increased and that
existed across aU e thnic and income groups. John Leland, Baltimore Finds Subprime Crisis
Snags Women , N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 15, 2008, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2008/01l15/
us/15mortgage.html. Women who were African American, Hispanic, single, and elderly
were more likely to be targe ted. Molly M. Ginty, In Subprime Fallout, Women Take a
Heavy Hit , TH E INVESTIGATIVE FUND, Jan . 14, 2010, http://www.theinvestigativefund.org!
in vestiga tio ns/economiccrisis/1203/in_s u bprime_fa llou t,_ women_ ta ke _a_h ea vy_h it (las t
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Banks have also contributed to the mortgage cnSlS by creating
loan products that enabled almost anyone to get a loan to the point
that one bank employee has stated that "if you had a pulse, we gave
you a loan. "31 Those who clearly could not afford them took out mortgages and banks approved them even though they were guaranteed to
fail .32 Some of these loans were also approved fraudulently. 33
Again, since lenders use the courts to enforce the terms of these
loans, homeowners who default on their monthly mortgage payments
need legal representation which they typically cannot afford. This has
been true even for many middle class homeowners facing foreclosure. 34 Without an attorney to evaluate the lender's claims, homeowners are unable to present a defense even though there are legal
options which can delay and even prevent foreclosures. 35 As a result,
visited Dec. 21, 2010).
3l Statement of Kourosh Partow, fo rmer manager for Countrywide' office in Alaska,
Dateline: Inside the Financial Fiasco, supra note 30.
32 Id.
33 Mortgage lenders engaged in practices such as inflating income reported on applications, processing loans that they knew contained false information, misrepresenting to borrowers that loans had a fixed rate when the loan documents stated differently, and fo rging
borrowers' signatures. See id. ; Ariana Eunjung Cha & Brady Dennis, Amid Mountain of
Paperwork, Shortcuts and Forgeries Mar Foreclosure Process, WASH. POST, Sept. 23, 2010,
a vailable at http: //www.washingtonpost.com/wp-d yn /con ten t/art icle/201 0109/221
AR2010092206132.html. Some loan officers have been prosecuted for processing and approving such loans. For example, Kourosh Partow of Countrywide, spent eighteen-months
in prison after pleading guilty to two counts of wire fraud. Dateline: Inside the Financial
Fiasco, supra note 30. In January 2009, Massachusetts mortgage broker Nicole Lyder was
sen tenced to two years in a corrections facility after pleading guilty to providing false information to lenders to help unqualified buyers obtain subprime loans while she collected
thousands in commissions. Megan Woolhouse, Lender Settles with State for $10 million;
Subprime Loans Targeted Low-Income Areas, Coakley Says, BOSTON GLOBE, June 10,
2009, at Business 7. Unfortunately, mortgage fraud continues even in the present climate.
See e.g. Martha Neil, Think the Mortgage Meltdown Has Made All Lenders Warier? Think
Again, A.B.A.J., Aug. 17, 2010, available at http://www.abajournal.comlnews/article/mortgage1 (describing how fraud is stil l occurring in one Chicago neighborhood).
34 Unlike low-income borrowers, however, they are un able to qualify for free legal assistance. Debra Cassens Weiss, Middle-Class Dilemma: Can 't Afford Lawyers, Can 't Qualify for Legal Aid, A.B.AJ., July 22, 2010, available at http://www.abajournal.comlnews/
article/middleclass_d ilem rna_can t_afford_la wyers3an t_q ual ify_for_legal_ald. As a resul t
in 2008 "[a]s many as 86% of homeowners in foreclosure in hard-hit areas ... didn 't have a
lawyer," accordi ng to a report by the Brennan Center for Justice at New York University
Law School. Debra Cassens Weiss, Miami Law Grads Get $JOK Foreclosure Fellowships to
Fill Legal Services Gap, A.B .A.J., Oct. 26,2009 [hereinafter Miami Law Grads], available
at http: //www.abajournal.com/news/article/miamUaw_grads_gec10k_fe llowships_to_
help_homeowners_in_foreclosure.
35 Stop Foreclosed Houses with Free Help from Miami Lawyer, Foreclosure Help Blog,
http://www.stopforeclosureshelp.com/blog/help-stop-foreclosures/stop-foreclosed-houseswith-free-help-from-miami-lawyers, (Nov. 9, 2009). An example of these defenses is the
proof of ownership claim, where the defendant homeowner demands that the plaintiff
mortgage holder prove that it has ownership of the note. Such a defense succeeded in a
bankruptcy case in the Southern District of New York, where a judge elimjnated a $461 ,263
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banks and law firms are able to proceed unchecked.
In September 2010, a pro bono attorney volunteering at a nonprofit legal services agency uncovered what turned out to be the tip of
this iceberg. H aving worked for the banks filing foreclosures against
borrowers, the attorney noticed the irregularity of documents approved by a "limited signing officer" -a " robo-signer" as they have
since been called. 36 After deposing the signing officer, the attorney
discovered that:
"[w]hen [the signing officer] says in an affidavit that he has personal knowledge of the facts stated in his affidavits, he doesn't. When
he says that he has custody and control of the loan documents, he
doesn't. When he says that he is attaching 'a true and accurate' copy
of a note or a m ortgage, he has no idea if that is so, because he does
not look at the exhibits. When he makes any other statement of fact,
he has no idea if it is true. When the notary says that [the signing
officer] appeared before him or her, he didn 't. "37

This has not been the only problem with foreclosures. Because
the volume of paperwork that accompanies a foreclosure is generally
more than anyone can read, attorneys for homeowners have found
that various parties involved in the process have taken shortcuts.
mortgage debt because PHH Mortgage fa iled to prove it owned th e note. Miami Law
Grads , supra note 34.
36 David Streitfe ld, From Maine House, a National Foreclosure Freeze, N.Y. TI MES,
Oct. 14,2010, available at www.nytimes.com/2010/10/1SfbusinessI1Smaine. html?_r=2&part
ner=rss&emc=rss&pagewnated=prin t
37 {d. (citing a post-deposition moti on filed by the pro-bono attorney). When this info rmation became public, as well as the fac t th at this one offi cer and others like him were
preparing 400 foreclosures a day, it cast doubt on th ousands of foreclosures. Other
problems also surfaced. For example, robo-signers signed off on papers wi th conflicting
amounts because they did not veri fy th e accuracy of th e inform ati on and did not examine
the exhibits. Cha & Dennis, supra note 33. (However, the use of robo-signers is not new
and unknown. In 2006 GMA C was admonished by a Florida Court to stop using them.
Streitfeld, supra note 36.) The major banks that had relied on robo-signers were forced to
put a freeze on forec los ures. Bank of America issued a complete freeze of foreclos ures in
all fifty states, GMAC (now A lly Financial) stopped foreclosures, evictions, and foreclosure sales in twenty-th ree states, while JPMorga n Chase froze onl y its fo reclos ures in
twenty-three states. A riana E unjung Cha, J.P. Morgan Chase Freezes 56,000 Foreclosures ,
WASH . POST, Sept. 26, 2010, at Business, available at voices.washingtonpost.com/politicaleconomy/2010/09/jp_morgan_chase_freezes_S6000.html; Michael J. Moore, Lorraine Woellert and Dak in Campbell, BofA Extends Freeze on Foreclosures to A ll 50 Slates, BLOOMBERG, Oct. 8, 2010, htt p://www. bloom berg.comlnews/2010-1O-08/bank-of-ameri ca-extendsfreeze-on-foreclos ures-to-a ll-SO-states. html (last visited Jan. 24, 2011). In addition, at least
seven states investigated claims th at some mortgage lenders were taking shortcuts to speed
up foreclosures and some state atto rneys general indicated th at some of th e practices being
used by banks might amoun t to fra ud. {d. The use of robo-signers with the knowledge of
the attorneys could raise ethical issues fo r th e attorneys in volved. Filing a document with
the court wi thout regard to its accuracy and which th e court has no way of veri fy ing is a
very serious matter
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These include forging signatures38 and foreclosing on homeowners
who have paid their mortgages on time and even on those with no
mortgages. 39 Additionally, the enormous volume of foreclosures that
have been filed has overwhelmed judges so that some have taken documents at face value while others have simply been ignoring the
problems they see in foreclosure filings, approving the foreclosures
allegedly because the problems are so widespread. 40
38 For example, Linda Green, an e mployee of a docume nt processing company in
Georgia, had claimed for years to be an executive of Bank of America, Wells Fargo, U.S.
Bank , and other lenders when signing te ns of thousands of foreclosure affidavits. Sometimes, her signature was forged by other employees. Cha & Dennis, supra note 33. Additionally, it has now come to light that some court documents contain false attorney
signatures, signed instead by administrative staff after neither having been read nor reviewed by the attorney. Because the attorney's signature is supposed to mean that they
have read th e material and attest to its truthfulness, these falsified signatures present a
serious matter. First, there could be issues of the unauthorized practice of law by the clerical staff. More serious, perhaps, is the possibility that this could represent "fraud on the
court. " Falsified attorney signa tures on pleadings can also rend er key documents invalid
before the court, voiding the foreclosure. In addition the falsification of attorney signatures
could lead to class action suits against foreclos ure law firms, sanctions aga inst the lawyers
by state bar associations, and investigations by state attorneys general. Posting by Sash a
Chavkin to ProPublica Blog, False Attorney Signatures Cast New Doubts on Foreclosure ,
http://www.propublica .org/bloglitemJfa lse-attorney-signatures-cast-new-doubts-on-foreclosures (Dec. 13, 2010, 14:49 EST).
39 See e.g. Michelle Conlin , Foreclosure Mistakes Haunt Homeowners , H UFFINGTON
POST, Dec. S, 2010, available at http://www.huffingtonpost.com/20101l2/0S/foreclosure-mistakes-_n_7940S0.html (describing how banks attempted to foreclose on homeowners - one
who did not own the house being foreclosed on nor have a mortgage with the bank filing
the foreclosure, one who had paid cash and never had a mortgage, and two who had never
missed a payment); Lee Weisbecker, Cooper: BofA Forecloses on Homeowner Who Paid
Cash, TRIANGLE BUSIN ESS J. , Oct. 7, 2010, available at http://www.bizjournals.com/triangle/stories/20101l0104/dai ly4S.html; Tony Marrero, Bank of America Forecloses on House
that Couple Had Paid Cash For , ST. PETERSBURG TIMES, Feb. 12, 2010, available at http://
www.tampabay.com/news/business/realestate/ba nk-of-america-forecloses-on-house-thatcouple-had-paid-cash-for/1072632; Harrie t Johnson Brackey, Lauderdale Man's Home
Sold Out From Under Him in Foreclosure Mistake, SUN SENTINEL, Sept. 23, 2010, available
at http://a rticles.s un-se ntine l.com/201 0-09- 23/b usiness/fl- wrongfu 1- forecl osu re-0922-2010
0921_1_foreclosure-defense-attorney-foreclosure-case-j um ana-bauwens. The number of
these fa lse foreclosure cases is unfortunately increasing. A lthough homeowners usually attempt to resolve the problem by contacting the bank or the law firm handling the foreclosure, in most cases they often ge t no resolution unless they hire an attorney or contact the
press in ord er to stop the foreclosure even when they have provided documentation that
proves the banks' mistake. Banks have even changed the locks and removed belongings in
many of these homes. In some cases, employees of banks and foreclos ure attorneys have
testified that they have knowingly continued to foreclose on the wrong people. Conlin,
supra.
40 In Massachusetts, Barbara Anthony, undersecretary of the state's Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation, proposed legislation that would require lenders to
prove their ownership of a mortgage before starting a foreclosure. Jennifer B. McKim,
Slate Foreclosures Rise Steeply in 2010, BOSTON GLOB E, J an. 20, 2011, available at http://
www.boston.com/business/articles/2011/01l20/state_foreclosures_rise_steeply_in_2010. Itis
unfortunate that such legislation is needed, since judges are expected to be ensuring that
this is the case. Cha & Dennis, supra note 33. Not all judges have acted in this manner. For
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What these problems demonstrate is that many of those involved
in foreclosures in the current crisis have engaged in behavior that
removes fairness from the legal process and "strikes at [its very] integrity."41 That some judges are rubber-stamping these violations of procedure is even more disturbing. No one seems to remember that
behind these documents are real fami lies, many of whom end up
homeless and bankrupt. 42
In fact, filing for bankruptcy, which appears to be the only solution for many debtors, is the third way this group becomes involved
with the legal system. Although there was a large decline in bankruptcy filings in the U.S. prior to the current economic downturn,43
they have been increasing since 2007.44 Nevertheless, only a fraction
of those in financial distress file for bankruptcy.45 As a result of the
stigma attached to bankruptcy, some who file see it as a last resort and
example, Judge Arthur M. Schack of Brooklyn , New York, has rejected abo ut half of a Li
foreclosure motions filed in his courtroom in the last three years due to errors in the file.
Id. In one case, he rejected a foreclosure filed by Deu tsche Bank National Trust Co. because it had sold the mortgage to Goldman Sachs and therefore had no lega l right to foreclose on the property. In addition, one person had signed documents as vice president of
different firms. The judge said that even if this pe rson had managed such a change of jobs
in one day, there would be a conflict for him to sign. Ann Woo ler, Foreclosure Mistakes
More Than Technicalities, THE CAP TIMES, Oct. 10, 2010, available at http://host.madison.
comJct/news/opinion /column/article_57b46a65-8749-56eO-ge a7-2e36a5e4f1fd.html. In Florida, some courts give the homeowners five minutes for a presentation and, if they can not
point to a specific problem , automatically approve the foreclosure. Cha & Dennis, supra
note 33. In some Florida courts, until recently mos/ homeowners were not even permitted
to have their defenses considered by a judge. A recent case in which the appellate court
ruled that judges must look at homeowners' defenses may change this. Polyana da Costa,
Before Foreclosing, Judges Must Hear Out Homeowners , D AILY Bus. REV ., Oct. 14,2010.
The sad thing is that if any of th ese practices had been performed by th e defendant homeowner, as opposed to the banks or their attorneys, it is likely that the homeowner wou ld
have been sanctioned. This is the travesty of justice in the American system a nd another
reason why homeowners need attorn ey representation in the foreclosure process, just as
they do in any other area of litigation.
41 Statement of Roy Cooper, Attorney General for North Carolina. Weisbecker, supra
note 39. As Judge Arthur M. Schack of Kings Co unty Supreme Co urt in Brooklyn states,
"There are procedures to be followed in order to ge t a foreclosure, and yo u eithe r get it
right or not. E ither you're pregnant or not. There's no in-be tween. " Cha & Dennis, supra
note 33.
42 See e.g. Paola Iuspa-Abbott, Recessions Refugees: Foreclosures, Unemployment Put
Children on the Streets, DAILY Bus. R EV., April 6, 2009, [hereinafter Recessions Refugees]
(describing how families are ending up homeless after foreclos ures, often breaking the
family apart as children end up on the street or in different shelters than parents).
43 Bankruptcies dropped 46.6 % in 2007 relative to 2006. United States Co urts Bankruptcy Statistics, www.uscourts.gov/Statistics/BankruptcyStatistics.aspx (last visited Feb 2,
2011) .
44 Id.
45 Christine Dugas, Only a Fraction of Those in Need File for Bankruptcy, USA ToDAY, June 9, 2010 [hereinafter Fraction in Need], available at http://www .usatoday .com/
money/economy/2010-06-09-bankruptcy09_ CV _N .htm.
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therefore consider it only after all other options are exhausted, including the depletion of savings and retirement accounts. 46 Also, bankruptcy does not help those who have debt that is non-dischargeable,
such as student loans.47 Further, those who are trying to save their
homes can be barred from filing for bankruptcy-while a bankruptcy
can be used to protect a summer home or a yacht, it cannot be used to
protect a primary residence 4L and banks often refuse to modify loans
of homeowners who have filed for bankruptcy.49 But for many, the
reason they do not file is that the costs associated with bankruptcy are
simply too high, making it unaffordable.5o The bankruptcies that are
filed also suffer from instances of lender abuse similar to those seen in
foreclosures. 51 This has led the Justice Department, through its U.S.
46 Christine Dugas, For Many over 55, Debt Defers Dreams , USA TODAY, Oct. 25,
2010, available at http://www.usatoday.com/money/perfilcredit/2010-1O-25-1Aelde rdebt25_
CV_N.htm?csp=pbinsite
47 While it is true that student loans can be discharged if undue hardship can be proved,
tbe standard is very high. To prove und ue bardsbip, a separate trial is required which adds
extra cost to the procedure. Fraction in Need, supra note 45.
48 Id. A summer home or a yacht can be protected by restructuring the debt owed on
them in a Chapter 13 bankruptcy. See discussion on Chapter 13 bankruptcies infra note 61.
However, the Bankruptcy Code expressly prohibits tbe restructuring of debt on a primary
home. Nonetbeless, filing for bankruptcy may be used strategically to save a primary residence. See discussion infra notes 61-65 and accompanying text.
49 Fraction in Need, supra note 45.
50 It is sometimes difficult to understand, for those unfamiliar with the process of bankruptcy, that someone can be too poor to file for bankruptcy. Although there are supposed
to be fee waivers in place for those in tbis position, tbey are often insufficient. See Andrew
P. MacArthur, Pay to Play: The Poor's Problems in the BAPCPA, 25 EMORY BANKR.
D EV. 1. 407, 426, 438-39 (2009) (describing how courts often do not waive the filing fee,
instead setting up graduated payments and how credit counseling agencies do not waive
their fee in the majority of circumstances). In add ition, filing fees have risen as have attorneys' fees because of the increased complexity of the paperwork and the increased possibility of liability. Further, the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act
of 2005 (" BAPCPA ") requires filers to submit to credit counseling and to attend a financial
education course, which only add to the cost of filing and may actually be of little use to
tbe debtor who is already in trouble financ ially. Id. at 414-27. Although some of the poor
could qualify for legal aid, legal aid programs have been experiencing cuts during the recession and therefore reducing the number of clients. Additionally, there are many who
are turned away from such programs because they are too "well-off" to qualify for legal
aid; however, they are too poor to pay for an attorney themselves and tberefore will proceed without representation or, more likely, will not file for bankruptcy. Nathalie Martin,
Poverty, Culture and the Bankruptcy Code: Narratives from the Money Law Clinic , 12
CLINICAL L. REV. 203, 214 (2005).
51 For example, in a New Orleans bankruptcy court both a loan processor and a law
firm were investigated for failing to credit a borrower's loan payment in order to lift a
foreclosure stay by claiming that the bomeowners were not making their loan payments.
The U.S. Trustee alleged that they " materially misled the court" asking that the loan
processor and the law firm be sanctioned for "untruthful statements made in bankruptcy
proceedings [which] undermine the integrity of tbe bankruptcy process." The same loan
processor was investigated in Mississippi for splitting fees with a law firm , disguising these
as administrative fees, resulting in inflated fees and charges for debtors. This violates bank-
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Trustee Program, to intervene in some cases to review possible lender
irregularities. 52 As a result of all these factors , bankruptcy, which is
supposed to be an option to allow those in debt to have a fresh start, is
being denied to low and moderate income consumers in a manner that
is discriminatory against them.53
As can be seen, these low and moderate income consumers, who
may be bearing the brunt of the current crisis, are at a serious disadvantage in large part because of their inability to pay for legal representation. Even those programs that offer low cost or free legal
assistance prove to be insufficient to assist these consumers because
these programs do not have the monetary and personnel resources to
meet the need or because they simply do not practice consumer law.
In this environment, clinical programs in U .S. law schools have responded by expanding their programs or generating innovative strategies to protect and provide legal services to those consumers.
II.

WHAT IS B EING DONE: C U RRE NT A CTIVITIES OF

U.S.

CLINICAL PROG RAMS THAT ADDRESS CONSUMER
INDEBTE DNESS PROBLE MS

Of the increasing number of law schools that have created or expanded consumer related clinical programs in response to the current
economic environment some, especially the ones devoted to mortgage
foreclosure, have been newly established to address a specific crisis
that has arisen in their communities. Others, primarily those who were
already engaged in general civil practice, housing, or consumer law,
have adapted their existing clinics to address current needs and have
chosen either to focus on a single issue such as bankruptcy or to address more than one type of consumer problem. 54
In order to get a picture of what law schools are doing, we surveyed all two hundred in the United States. The survey was informal
ruptcy rules, which require the disclosure of all fees, and ethics rules that prohibit fee
sharing between law firms and non-law firms. Carrick Mollenkamp and Dionne Searcey,
Trustees Probing Mortgage Handlers , WALL STREET J., Oct. 29, 2010, available at http://
online.wsj .com/article/SBlO001424052702304316404575580703757450436.html.
52 According to the U.S. Trustee Program, the purpose of pursuing mortgage processors and law firms for improper fi lings is to "to hold [these] to the same standard of completeness and accuracy in their filings that we do the debtors who owe them money."
Statement of Clifford White III, Director of the U.S. Trustee Program. Id.
53 In fact, when Congress debated BAPCPA, enacted in 2005, most senators were
under the belief that bankruptcy was mostly "a middle class issue." MacArth ur, supra note
50, at 409.
54 For example, the Touro Law Center in Central Islip, New York, represents clients in
bankruptcies and foreclosures and the Economic Justice Project at Notre Dame Law
School hand les foreclos ures, fra ud, predatory lending issues, and fair debt collection cases.
The General Practice Clinic at the American University Washington College of Law,
among other issues, covers bankruptcy and consumer law issues.
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and consisted of a review -of the websites of their clinical programs
plus more detailed interviews with sixteen program directors and
clinical faculty members. Although the survey clearly was neither
comprehensive nor scientifically rigorous, it nevertheless did reveal
the wide variety of approaches clinics have taken to address the current consumer indebtedness crisis. 55 What follows is a summary of the
most significant findings broken down into the three ways debtors
come in contact with the legal system as described in the prior section.
A.

Mortgage Foreclosure

Law school clinics devoted to helping clients facing a mortgage
foreclosure display the greatest degree of variation among the clinical
programs surveyed. Representation includes foreclosure defense, including the strategic use of bankruptcy filings to avoid foreclosure;
mediation; policy development; and post-foreclosure assistance. In ad55 The survey was conducted during June and July 2010. Because this data was being
compiled for a conference in South Africa in August 2010, there was insufficient time to
survey all clinical programs directly. Therefore, we conducted an informal survey by visiting the websites of the clinical programs of all 200 U .S. law schools. We collected all information available on the websites about clinics that were engaging in consumer-related
practices such as bankruptcy, consumer law, predatory lending, foreclosure, foreclosure
mediation, and general civil law clinics representing clients in consumer issues. Based on
this informal survey, we contacted several clinics from each group with more detailed questions about their programs. We are aware that since we conducted this survey many more
law schools have created programs to address the consumer crisis. For example, the Catholic University of America Columb us School of Law opened the Consumer Protection Project in the Fall 2010 semester as part of their Columbus Community Legal Services clinic.
Nevertheless, we hope that this survey presents an accurate cross-section of the work being
done in consume r law in U.S. law schools. We thank the following program directors and
clinical faculty membe rs who generously took time out of their busy schedules to answer
the survey and follow-up questions: Leyza Blanco, Director, Bankruptcy Clinic, Florida
International University College of Law; Laura Boeckman, Director, Consumer Law
Clinic, Florida Coasta l Law; Clint Cutler, Director, Bankruptcy Clinic, University of Minnesota Law School; Bob Dauber, Clinical Professor of Law, Civil Justice Clin ic, Sandra
Day O 'Connor College of Law; John Elson, Professor of Law and Director, Program on
Civil Litigation, Bluhm Legal Clinic, Northwestern University School of Law; Mary Jo
Eyster, Director, Consumer Counseling and Bankruptcy Clinic, Brooklyn Law School;
Judith Fox, Director, Economic Justice Project, Notre Dame Law School; A. Michael
Froomkin , Founder of the Foreclosure Defense Program and Distinguished Professor of
Law and Coordinator of Faculty Research, University of Miami School of Law; Warren A.
Jones, Director, Bankruptcy Clinic, University of the Pacific McGeorge School of Law;
Catherine Klein , Professor of Law and Director, Columbus Comm unity Legal Services,
Columbus School of Law, Catholic University of America; Paul Kurth , Director, Consumer Protection Project, Columbus School of Law, Catholic University of America; Marsha Ma nsfie ld, Clinica l Professor of Law and Director, Economic Justice Institute,
University of Wisconsin Law School; Scott Maurer, Consumer Law Supervising Attorney
at the Katharine and George Alexander Community Law Center, Santa Clara School of
Law; Sarah Orr, Director, Consumer Clinic, Univers ity of Wisconsin Law School; Patricia
Redmond, Director, Bankruptcy Clinic, Un iversity of Miami School of Law; Leif Rubinstein , Directo r, Mortgage Foreclosure and Bankruptcy Clinic, Touro Law Center.
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dition, perhaps because man y of these clinics were recently established, they also collectively demonstrate the greatest degree of
innovation.
1.

Foreclosure Defense

Because those who are in foreclosure proceedings can rarely afford a lawyer, many general consumer law clinics have expanded their
services to provide this type of representation .56 Some have responded in innovative ways such as combining bankruptcy with mortgage foreclosure defense or creating a fellowship program to enable
recent law graduates and LL.M. students to assist homeowners in
foreclosure.
a.

Consumer Law and Civil Practice Clinics
Many clinics57 represent clients in ordinary foreclosure cases,58

56 For example, both the Civil Litiga tion Clinic at Seton Hall Law and the Civil Justice
Clinic at the Sandra Day O 'Connor College School of Law have devoted the majority of
their practice to represent victims of predatory lending and fra udulent schemes and to
foreclosure defense. Seton Hall Law School Civil Litigation Clinic, http://law.shu.eduJ
ProgramsCenters/PublicIntGovServ/CSJ/Civil-Litiga tion-CIinic.cfm (last visi ted March 13,
2011); telephone survey response from Bob Dauber, Clinical Professor of Law at the Civil
Justice Clinic, Sandra D ay O 'Connor College of Law (on file with auth ors). During the
2009-2010 school yea r, approx imately 50% of th e Notre D ame 's Economic Justice Project's
cases focused on mortgage predatory lend ing practices while 10% in vo lved property fra ud.
E-mail from Judith Fox, director of the Economic Justice Project at Notre Dame Law
School (July 15, 2010, 11:21 EST) (on file with auth ors). Similarly, the Consumer Law
Clinic at Florida Coastal Law has devoted 40% of their practice to mortgage and foreclosure issues. Telephone survey response from Laura Boeckman, director of the Consumer
Law Clinic at Florida Coasta l Law (on file with auth ors). A few of the clinics also conduct
policy work . For example, the Economic Justice Project at otre Dame conducts policy
work and was a significant force in the enactment of a law that created the option of
settlement conferences for homeowners in foreclos ure. The Project is one of several approved facilitators, and students began fulfilling this role beginning in the Spring 2011.
Telephone survey response from Judith Fox, director of the Economic Justice Project at
Notre Dame Law School (on fi le with authors).
57 In addition to a review of clinic websites, infor mation for this section was obtained
from responses to telephone surveys by Bob D auber, Clinical Professor of Law at the Civil
Justice Clinic, Sandra Day O 'Connor College of Law; John E lson , director of the Program
on Civil Litigation, Bluhm Legal Cl inic Northwestern U niversity School of Law; and Laura
Boeckman, director of the Consumer Law Clinic, Florida Coastal Law (on file with
authors).
58 For example, the Consumer Law Clinic at Florida Coastal Law in Jacksonville, Florida represented a deaf client whose whole fa mily is also deaf. When th e client fe ll a few
months behind on her mortgage payments, the loan servicer refused to work with her to
attempt a resol ution. The servicer filed a fo reclosure procedure aga inst her but never prosecuted the case. The Clinic has been rep resenting her and has repeatedly contacted the law
firm representing the plaintiff wit h no response. The case was eventuall y dismissed for lack
of prosecution. However, the plai nti ff's attorney will still not resolve the mortgage issue.
The director of the Clinic believes th at the reason for the loan servicer's actions is disorganization at the law firm that rep resents it, which has led the law firm to be un ab le to
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while others focus on those who have been victims of fraudulent rescue scams or predatory lending. An example of a typical mortgage
scam seen by these clinics is "equity skimming" in which the scammers
acquire the title to the home of an uninformed, desperate family by
claiming that they can save the home if title is temporarily transferred
to them so that they can rent it back to the homeowner until refinancing is obtained. The scammers then stop paying the mortgage, causing
lenders to foreclose. Because the transaction is complex, homeowners
often are unaware that they are giving away their property and equity.
An action against a title company involved in this type of fraud was
litigated successfully by the Civil Justice Clinic at the Sandra Day
O'Connor College of Law in Arizona. In the biggest case that it had
litigated in the previous 20 years, the Clinic was able to reach a settlement that allowed its clients who had been victims of equity skimming
to receive $250,000 in damages.59
Another type of property fraud involves obtaining an upfront fee
by promising to help property owners refinance or consolidate their
debt and then never completing the work. A variation of this scheme
was perpetrated on an elderly homeowner represented by the Civil
Practice Clinic at Northwestern University School of Law in Chicago,
Illinois. When the client fell behind on his mortgage payments, he was
contacted by a broker with an offer to refinance the mortgage and
eliminate the debt. The broker then refinanced the home for $70,000
more than was owed and kept the difference. The Clinic sued the broker, the broker's lawyer, and Goldman Sachs (who had financed the
new mortgage) and received a significant enough settlement from all
three defendants that the client was able to move into a new home.

b.

Mortgage Foreclosure and Bankruptcy Clinic

The Clinic which opened in January 2010 at the Touro Law
Center in Central Islip, New York,60 has adopted a novel two pronged
determine what cases it bas filed. Another example is the Economic Justice Project at
Notre Dame, wbich has obtained loan modifications for many of its clients. Tbrough the
Fall of 2010, tbe clinic was able to negotiate not only modifications of the loan interest but
also significant reductions in principal. The Project has also been able to obtain victory in
court for some foreclos ure clients.
59 In another case, the clinic represented a woman who thought she was refinancing her
mortgage when , in reality, she was transferring her home's deed to unscrupulous people.
The parties involved in the sham refinance settled tbe case out of court. Because of these
successes, the Clinic recently received a substantial grant from the Arizona Attorney General's Office to ex pand its advocacy efforts on behalf of homeowners and to establish a
foreclosure mediation project. E-mail from Bob Dauber, Clinical Professor of Law at the
Civil Justice Clinic (March 9, 2011, 23:57 EST) (on file with authors).
60 This section on the Touro Law Center's Mortgage Foreclosure and Ban kruptcy
Clin ic is based on responses to a telepbone survey by Leif Rubinstein , director of the Clinic
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approach to represent clients in mortgage modifications, foreclosures,
and both Chapter 7 and Chapter 13 bankruptcy proceedings.61 First,
the Clinic serves as a form of "hotline" to advise members of the public on what to expect and what they can do in their particular situation. In addition it has been able to save its clients' homes by
negotiating mortgage modifications62 which sometimes are preceded
by the filing of a bankruptcy petition. 63 The Clinic also uses Chapter
13 bankruptcies to save the homes of those families who have some
funds but cannot qualify for a mortgage modification.64 Unlike Chapter 7 bankruptcies where the entire debt is wiped out, Chapter 13
bankruptcies create a payment plan that gives the filer five years to
payoff all de bt, including past due mortgage payments and fees. 65
(on file with the authors) and on informa tion ava ilable at the clinic website, http://www.
tourolaw.edu/acade mic_progra ms/juris_doctorjd/c1inics/. The Clinic was created with
funding from the community, most notabl y New York State Senator Brian Foley, who saw
this need in the community. It is a dual clinic tha t runs year around and covers both fo reclosures and bankruptcies, sometimes using the latte r to help homeowner's in foreclosure
keep their homes. A number of organizations refer clie nts to the clinic, including the Nassau/Suffolk Law Services Committee Inc., pro se cle rks in the courts, judges, as well as
word of mouth.
61 T he most common form of bankruptcy in the United States is based on Chapte r 7 of
the U .S. Bankruptcy Code and is generally refe rred to as a " Chapter 7 bankruptcy." When
a Chapter 7 bankruptcy is granted it will discharge most unsecured debt, providing immediate relief from debt. Certain types of debt, such as student loans used to pay for ed ucation, remain non-dischargea ble in bankruptcy. A court-appointed trustee is assigned to sell,
or liquidate, the individual's property to payoff creditors. H owever, a certain amo unt of
property, the value of which varies by state, is exempt from sale; the indi vidual is allowed
to keep the exempt property. " Chapte r 13 bankruptcies," based o n Chapter 13 of the U.S.
Bankruptcy Code, do not discharge the de bt. Rath er, the court approves a plan that permits the individual to payoff the de bts in a three- or five -year pe riod. The individual filing
for a Chapter 13 bankruptcy must prove th at they have a source of stable disposable income that will permit him/her to make th e required payments.
62 Even where the foreclosure defe nse has not been successful , however, the clinic has
been able to file bankruptcy to clear the clie nt's debts, has provided advice to the clients as
to what to expect in the process, and has set up a plan for th e client o n what to do in terms
of ho usi ng after the fo reclosure.
63 For example, if the case comes to the Clinic ea rly enough in the foreclosure process,
one option for the client is to file for Chapter 7 bankruptcy, automatically stay ing the
foreclos ure proceeding. This can be used to buy time for the client to ge t his economic
situation in order. Additionally, the bankruptcy wipes out all of the client's debt, which can
result in making the client eligible for a mortgage modifica tion , allowing the clie nt to keep
the home.
64 According to Leif Rubinstein, director of th e Mortgage Foreclosure and Bankruptcy
Clinic at the Touro Law Center, most clinics do not file chapter 13 bankruptcies because
they ass ume that someone who can afford to make payments can afford to hire an attorney. Rubinstein disagrees. His belief is that many are barely affordin g their housing and
will not have the $4000 to hire an attorney to file a Chapte r 13 bankruptcy.
65 A Chapter 13 bankruptcy does not incorporate the mortgage. Only past due mortgage payments and fees are included in the payme nt plan. The homeow ne r must continue
to make current and future mortgage payments on time or th e bank will be permitted to
resume fore closure proceedings.
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Banks are forced to accept this form of repayment because it is court
mandated.
The Clinic generally has a working case load of 50 families, and as
soon as one case closes another one is opened. Despite its best efforts,
however, it is unable to meet the demand for its services. For example,
in the summer of 2010 it had to close intake at the end of June and
was unable to reopen until August because it was so overextended.
This demonstrates the magnitude of the unmet need.
c.

Postgraduate Foreclosure Defense Fellowships and LL.M.
Externships

In the fall of 2009, Florida's mortgage foreclosure rate of 17%
was the highest in the country.66 Since the majority of these foreclosures were located in South Floridap the courts and the legal system
in that region were overwhelmed,68 and thousands of families were
displaced, some of whom ended up on the streets or in shelters.69 As a
result, South Florida has been called "ground zero" of the mortgage
foreclosure crisis.7°
Although there are local organizations that provide legal services
for those who fall below the federal poverty line,?1 the demand has far
66 Tim Padge tt, Where Are All the Foreclosure Lawyers?, TIME, Oct. 24, 2009, available
at http://www.time.com/time/na tion/article/0,8599 ,1932075 ,00.h tml.
67 South Florida is generally known to be composed of Miami-Dade, Broward, and
Palm Beach Counties. In January 2010, one in every 212 homes went into default in MiamiDade wh ile Broward had the highest foreclosure rate in the state of Florida with one in
every 105 homes in default. Florida Foreclosure Rates Take a Double-Digit Dip , SOUTH FL.
B USINESS J., Feb. 11 2010, available at http://southflorida.bizjournals.com/southflorida/stories/2010102/08/daily32.html. Certain neighborhoods in South Florida are disproportionately affected by foreclosures. For example , in Homestead and Florida City, approximately
25 % of the homes are at some stage of the foreclosure process. U NIVERSITY OF MIAMI
SCHOOL OF LAW FORECLOSURE DEFENSE FELLOWSHIP ApPLI CATION [hereinafter FELLOW.
SHIP ApPLICATION], available at http://www.law.miami.edu/4close/application .pdf.
68 For example , 10,000 foreclosures were filed in Miami-Dade County in 2006. By comparison, over 6,000 foreclosures were filed in January of 2009 alone. Id. Overall, between
April 2009 and March 2010, 57,143 homes were in foreclosure in Miami-Dade County.
DEP'T OF PLANNING AND ZONING, RESEARCH SECTION, MIAMI-DADE CO UNTY E CONOMIC
INDICATORS April 2010, at 5, available at http://www.miamidade.gov/planzone/Librarylresearch/econ_indicators.pdf. Further it is estimated that almost a third of the foreclosure
cases in Miami-Dade are owner-occupied homestead property and that most of these are
unrepresented. FELLOWSHIP ApPLI CATION, supra note 67.
69 Paola Iuspa-Abbott, A Controversial Trend: Liberty City Family Squats in Home
They Lost to Foreclosure , DAILY B us. REv. March 5, 2009, at 7. See also Recessions Refugees , supra note 42.
70 FELLOWSHIP ApPLICATION, supra note 67.
71 Homeowners must fall below the federal poverty line ($22,000 for a family of four)
to qualify for free legal aid from these agencies. For many foreclosure defendants, this
means the unavailability of assistance, since they are not impoverished but face foreclosure
because of job losses or other circumstances; nonetheless they cannot afford to hire an
attorney. Padgett, supra note 66.
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exceeded the available resources.7 2 When he learned of this situation,
Professor A. Michael Froomkin at the University of Miami School of
Law developed a strategy to address two problems at the same time:
meeting more of this need and also providing short term employment
for recent graduates who had not been able to find employment. He
applied to the Law School to create the Foreclosure Defense Program,73 which would establish fellowships for recent law graduates to
work in a legal services office providing pro-bono representation to
low-income homeowners who were facing foreclosure of their primary
residence. The program, one of the first of its kind in the nation,74 had
an immediate impact, leading to a 60% increase in the number of
opened cases at Legal Services of Greater Miami over the prior year 75
72 For example, in Miami-Dade County, Legal Services of Greater Miami, Inc.
("LSGMI") saw a 160% increase in requests for foreclosure assistance in the first four
months of 2010. A. Michael Froomkin, UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI SCHOOL OF LAW FORECLOSURE F ELLOWSHIPS 2009-2010 (on file with authors). Despite being staffed by six full time
attorneys and coordinating the training and recruitment of pro bono attorneys to provide
foreclosure defense representation , LSGMI can only represent a fraction of the low income homeowners in Miami -Dade County who are facing the loss of their fa mily home .
F ELLOWSHIP ApPLI CATION, supra note 67. Similarly, Legal Aid Service of Broward
County, Inc. (LAS), despite having 21 attorneys on staff, can generall y meet the needs of
only 40% of those who seek assistance. Press Re lease, University of Miami, SchooL of Law
Creates Foreclosure Defense Fellowships (Oct. 1, 2009) available at http://www.mi ami.ed ul
index.php/news/releases/school_oUaw_announces_foreclosure_defense_fellowships_1 (last
visited May 11, 2010).
73 A local lawyer told Froomkin that thousands of foreclosure cases were stacking up in
judges' chambers, " many with unrepresented parties who had valid defenses that were not
being made because they didn 't have a lawyer." As Froomkin recalls, the lawyer then
stated, "' Someone should do something.' And , right there, I decided that if no one else
would do it, that it would be me. " Id.
74 The Foreclosure Defense Fellowships aimed "to fill the gaps that this legal crisis . ..
created within the South Florida community." Id.
75 Prior to the fellows' participation, LSGMI was only able to represent the e lderly and
those with minor children in foreclosure cases. Now it was able to provide representation
to 585 families facing a mortgage foreclosure. The fellowship was considered a success by
LSGMI. Four of the original six fellows at LSGMI continued to work at the organization.
Originally, however, as expressed by Margaret Zehren , Deputy Director of LSGMI, there
were reservations about the fellowship because LSGMI's model did not permit new attorneys to defend foreclosure cases for two or three years. This model was changed to accommodate the fellows, placing them under the supervision of a senior attorney and was so
successful that LSGMI is adopting this model for its other units. Ms. Zehren also believes
that the program was successful because LSGMI was permitted to interview the applicants
to the fellowship just as if they were new attorney hires, allowing LSGMI to identify students possessing the skills they needed and giving them the confidence that the fellows
chosen would be the right fit for the organization . Although Marcia Cypen, Executive Director of LSGMI commended the University of Miami School of Law for its "creativity
and openness in initiating the Fellowships," she suggested that the program could be improved by accepting fewer fellows who would work full-time for a higher stipend, including
benefits. It was her impression that the " very limited" stipend created financial difficulties
for the fellows. Froomkin , supra note 72.
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during the ten-month fellowship period.76 The program with Legal
Aid Service of Broward County was smaller than that in Miami, but it
also was able to meet the needs of a large number of clients who otherwise would not have had representation.77 Despite its success, the
program was unable to raise continued funding, so it had to be
disc~ntinued.~~
The University of Miami School of Law also developed a program to provide a clinical law experience for graduates by including in
its LL.M. in Real Property Development a clinical track where students provided free foreclosure defense representation for a full academic year.79 These students worked at "The Foreclosure Project,"
created by Miami attorney Richard Burton, which represents families
facing foreclosure in Miami-Dade and Broward counties who earn too
much to qualify for free legal services but who still cannot afford an
attorney.80 It has been extremely successful as evidenced by the fact
that in both a major class action suit and over 300 other foreclosure
cases, none of the homeowners it represented, except those who chose
to abandon their cases,81 lost their homes.82
2. Mediation

Another novel approach to individual representation was develOctober 2009 to July 2010.
AS at LSGMI, some had no viable legal defense and no income, making it impossible
to negotiate a repayment plan. These clients were referred to other organizations, such as
the Broward Housing Authority, which provides rental assistance or, on occasion, government grants that homeowners losing their homes can use for rentals. Some clients also had
to be referred to homeless shelters and to government services for food stamps and medical benefits. Id.
78 The University of Miami provided seed funding for the fellowships in the hopes that
the program could attract grants or donations. Unfortunately, this did not materialize, so it
lasted only one year. E-mail from A. Michael Froomkin, Distinguished Professor of Law
and Coordinator of Faculty Research, University of Miami School of Law (March 6,2011,
18:39 EST) (on file with authors).
79 Froomkin supra note 72. Students in the L.L.M. program were given 50% tuition
remission.
80 Id. Attorneys work pro bono and the LL.M. students worked under their
supervision.
81 These clients were reported to be overwhelmed by the stress of the foreclosure process. Id.
82 According to Richard Burton, a founder of The Foreclosure Project, the Project
gained credibility with judges because of its association with University of Miami School of
Law and the foreclosure fellowship. This credibility allowed its clients to receive the same
treatment in court as those who had highly paid legal counsel. Burton suggested that law
schools fund projects like the foreclosure fellowship to emphasize the importance of public
service. He would also like to see the University of Miami School of Law use its prestige to
clarify to the community that short sales are not a solution in the current foreclosure crisis,
because no one profits when banks take homes for 19% of their value when they could
receive 50% of the value if they allow the family to remain in the home. Id.
76
77
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oped in January of 2010 at the University of Wisconsin Law Schoo1.83
Rather than providing standard representation, its Consumer Law
Clinic created a Foreclosure Mediation Project where it trained law
students to serve as advocates for homeowners involved in foreclosure
actions who participate in a voluntary mediation with the banks.84
These students were then able to help homeowners by negotiating
loan terms that allow them either to stay in the homes or to leave in
an orderly and less disruptive manner.

3. Post-Foreclosure Assistance
The number of foreclosure actions filed in 2010 in Suffolk
County, Massachusetts where Boston is located jumped to 12,233 after
totals of 1,052 and 1,590 in the previous two years? The number of
homeowners who lost their homes also increased by nearly thirty-two
percent in 2010 as compared to 2009.86 Sensing a developing crisis,
two Harvard Law School students established an organization called
No One Leavess7 which works in conjunction with Harvard's Legal
83 The discussion on the Foreclosure Mediation Clinic at the University of Wisconsin
Law School is based on communications with Sandra Orr, director of the Consumer Clinic
and on responses to a telephone survey by Marsha Mansfield, director of the Economic
Justice Institute at the University of Wisconsin Law School (on file with the authors), as
well as information available at the clinic website, http://law.wisc.edu/fjr/clinicals/eji/clc~
foreclosure.html.
84 The Dane County mediation program was modeled after a similar project in Milwaukee through the Marquette University Law School. See Milwaukee Foreclosure Mediation
Program, law.marquette.edu/foreclosure (last visited March 28, 2011). It operates with
funding from the Attorney General's office and support from the county bar association
and the University of Wisconsin Law School. E-Mail from Sarah Orr, director of the Consumer Clinic, University of Wisconsin Law School (March 10, 2011, 1457 EST) (on file
with authors). The purpose of mediation is to "allow the parties to negotiate in a more
equal bargaining process, preserve home equity for borrowers, cash flow for lenders, and
prevent blight for communities." Milwaukee Foreclosure Mediation Program, supra.
85 Mixed News on Foreclosures for Mass in 2009, http://www.boston.com/business/
personalfinance/specials/massachusetts~foreclosures2OO9
(last visited March 18, 2011).
86 Jennifer B. McKim, State Foreclosures Rise Steeply in 2010, BOSTONGLOBE,Jan. 20,
2011, available at http://www.boston.com/business/articles/2011/01/20/state~foreclosures~
rise-steeply-in-2010. The number of foreclosures would have been higher but for the foreclosure freeze undertaken by the banks in October of 2010 after the concern over banks'
sloppy practices and fraudulent property takings.
87 David Haller and Nick Hartigan, Harvard Law '09 and clinical students in the
Harvard Legal Aid Bureau ("HLAB"), received the Outstanding Student Award from the
Clinical Legal Education Association (CLEA) in April 2009 after creating this program in
September of 2008. Harvard Law School News and Notices, HLAB Students Stemming
Foreclosure Crisis in Boston, April 2009 [hereinafter HLAB Students], http://www.
law.harvard.edu/academics/clinical/news/hallerhartigan.html
(last visited March 24, 2011).
Prior to creating No One Leaves, the same students had formed the Foreclosure Task
Force. Students in the Foreclosure Task Force held weekly educational sessions where they
informed tenants of their rights and helped pro se clients with discovery requests. They
also assisted clients with the necessary legal paperwork that could provide them with an
automatic two-week eviction stay and enable them to find alternative housing. Id. The
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Aid Bureau, the Wilmer Hale Legal Services Center and local community organizations. 88 Although it is not a formal part of Harvard's
Clinical Program, the organization works with the law school clinics
and the work done by law students in No One Leaves fulfills the
School's pro bono requirement. More importantly for the purposes of
this article, the strategies developed by No One Leaves and the
Harvard Clinics demonstrate creative ways that can be replicated elsewhere to impact the foreclosure crisis whether or not through a formal
clinic. These creative efforts have reportedly made Boston the most
successful city in the U.S. at keeping people in their homes after
foreclosure. 89
Rather than utilizing one approach, the students in No One
Leaves and the clinics use various strategies to provide post-foreclosure assistance. The first is to educate all those whose homes have
been foreclosed on their rights under the law and to encourage them
to stay in their homes. This is achieved by having hundreds of local
undergraduate and law students knock on forty to fifty doors in Boston's poorest neighborhoods every weekend. 90 No One Leaves also
keeps people in their homes through its partnership with City Life/
Task Force also coordinated with Wilmer Hale Legal Services Center and Greater Boston
Legal Services to check each week's court docket for new eviction proceedings and then
mailed each tenant an invitation to the weekly meetings. Colleen Walsh , Law Students
Lend a Legal Hand , HARV. GAZETTE, May 21 , 2009, available at http://www.law.harvard.
edu/news/spotlight/clinical-practice/students.html. However, the students found that this
was not enough and for this reason formed No One Leaves. HLAB Students, supra.
88 These community organizations are City Life/vida Urbana, a community activist organization, and Boston Community Capital , a non-profit whose goal is to help build
healthy communities for low-income people.
89 Elaine McCardle, Massachusetts Enacts Landmark Foreclosure Protections Drafted
by Harvard Law School Students , Harvard Law School, News & Events, Aug.lO, 2010
[hereinafter Landmark Foreclosure Protections], www.law.harvard.edu/news/2010/08/
10_foreclosure.law.html (last visited March 18, 2011). To help other communities implement this program, the Harvard Legal Aid Bureau held a conference in November 2010
titled Community Response to the Foreclosure Crisis which had 100 attendees, including
law students, lawyers, and community activists from fifteen states and Washington, D.C.
Elaine McCardle, Harvard Legal Aid Bureau's Anti-Foreclosure Conference Draws Participants from 15 States , Harvard Law School, News & Events, Nov. 16, 2010, http://www.
law.harvard. edu/news/2010/11/16_foreclosure-conference.html (last visited March 18,
2011).
90 Banks usually offer tenants and homeowners "cash for keys" in an effort to quickly
and easily remove the occupants from the home. The amount of cash offered, sometimes as
low as $600, is insufficient to cover moving costs plus the first month's rent and security
required for a new lease. Bridget Huber, Even Renters Who Are Paid Up Are Getting
Kicked Out, CHRlSTlAN SCIENCE MONITOR, March 24, 2009, available at http://www.
csmonitor.com/Business/2009/0324/even-renters-who-are-paid-up-are-getting-kicked-o ut.
Unfortunately, most of those living in foreclosed homes leave without a fight because they
do not know their rights and believe that they have no choice but to accept the bank 's
offer. HLAB Students, supra note 87.
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Vida Urbana 91 to prevent evictions by mounting community blockades when the sheriff comes to force tenants out of their homes.
The second prong of the program entails the Harvard Legal Aid
Bureau and the WilmerHale Legal Services Center92 fighting the evictions of tenants and former homeowners whose rights have been violated by lenders during foreclosures. 93 By dramatically increasing the
number of people who fight to stay in their homes the Clinics try to
increase the litigation costs for banks so that they decide to reduce
their removal efforts.94 The result is that more people get to stay in
their homes, which in turn helps maintain the integrity of the
community.95
The final strategy designed to keep people in their homes postforeclosure involves utilization of an innovative home buy-back pro91 City LifeNida Urbana is a grassroots organization of local residents established in
1973. City LifeNida Urbana has a mission to fight "for racial, social, and economic justice
and gender equality by building work ing class power through direct action, coalition building, education and advocacy." City Life Vida Urbana, http://www.clvu .org, (last visited
March 9, 2011). In the 1980's and 90's the organization was successful in creating the Eviction Free and Community Controlled Housing Zone which other communities in Boston
and across the U.S. used as models for their own programs. A Brief History of City Lifel
Vida Urbana, http://www.clvu.orglabout_us.html (last visited March 9,2011).
92 These Clinics also utilize two traditional approaches: foreclosure defense and policy
advocacy. Thus, the WilmerHale Legal Services Center houses two Clinics that directly
assist those in the foreclosure process. The Predatory Lending Prevention/Consum er Protection Clinic defends homeowners against foreclosure and initiates complex litigation
against subprime lenders, banking institutions, mortgage brokers, loan servicers, and foreclosure rescue scam artists. Predatory Lending Prevention/Consumer Protection Clinic,
http://www.law.harvard.ed u/academics/clinicalllsc/clinics/predatory. htm (last visited March
18,2011). The Post-Foreclosure Eviction Defense Housing Clinic represents tenants facing
evictions by banks or other lenders. Post-Foreclosure Eviction Defense Housing Clinic,
http://www.law.harvard.edu/academics/clinicaillsc/clinics/housing.htm (last visited March
18, 2011) . Although the bulk of this Clinic's work is in defending evictions and prosecuting
cases to prevent utilities from being shut-off, it also conducts impact litigation, policy work,
and provides community education on tenants' rights after foreclosure. Id. Examples of the
Harvard students' use of policy advocacy is provided in the next sub-section.
93 David Haller, Harvard Law's Foreclosure Task Force Tackles Housing Crisis , HARv.
L. RE CORD, Oct. 16, 2008, available at http://www.hlrecord.orgl2.4463/harvard-law-s-fore
closure-taskforce-tackles-housing-crisis-1.577534. The Clinics have litigated over fifteen
cases where the rights of tenants have been violated with an average settlement of between
$50,000 and $70,000. HLAB Students, supra note 87. In one case, the first case to be tried
by a Boston jury in the current foreclosure crisis, a client received a $54,000 verdict against
a New York bank that had cut off the heat and water of a tenant living in a home they had
foreclosed on. Id.
94 Id. The ultimate goal "is to open space to negotiate and change the incentives of the
banks' decision making." Haller, supra note 93.
95 Neighborhoods in which a large number of foreclosed homes are vacant become
decimated. The empty homes create an increase in crime; for example, drug users often
utilize the vacant home. The empty homes also lead to vandalism of homes, with broken
windows, garbage and debris in the yards, and the robbery of the copper wiring; bringing
down property values by creating urban decay. Local businesses are also affected from the
lack of available clients.
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gram made possible through the participation of Boston Community
Capital ("BCC").96 Banks often refuse to negotiate with homeowners
prior to foreclosure and then refuse to sell homes back to them at the
current market value after the foreclosure. 97 BCC has made it possible
for those living in a house 98 to buy it back by purchasing it from the
bank at or below market value and then reselling it to them with a
twenty-five percent markup.99
96 Bee is a financial institution for community development whose mission is to build
healthy communities for low-income people. It tries to accomplish this by connecting these
neighborhoods to the mainstream economy through projects that provide affordable housing, good jobs, and new opportunities. Since 1985, Bee has invested over $550 million
through a wide range of debt and equity products for low income communities, individuals,
emerging businesses, and entrepreneurs. Boston Community Capital, Who We Are, http://
www.bostoncommun itycapital.org!who (last visited March 6, 2011). Its work is supported
by individual investors plus religious organizations, foundations, financial institutions, and
community·based nonprofit organizations. Investors and Funders, http://www.bostoncommunitycapital.org!who/investors-funders (last visited March 6, 2011). For this particular
project, Bee designed the $50 million SUN Initiative, which stands for "Stabilizing Urban
Neighborhoods," to buy, resell, and finance over 2,000 foreclosed homes over five years.
To do so, it raised $32 million from private investors between December 2009 and June
2010. George Hicks, Boston Program Helps Owners Get Foreclosed Homes Back, June 28,
2010, at http://www.wbur.org!2010/06/28/foreclosures-3 (last visited March 18, 2011).
97 The banks believe this to be a moral issue. Laura Bassett, Boston Foreclosure Fighters: Banks Are 'Deceptive in A Host of Ways,' THE HUFFINGTON POST, D ec. 28, 2010,
available at http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010112/09/foreclosure-fighters-boston_n_
794096.html. Some homeowners also feel that the banks are not being completely honorable themselves. As one homeowner stated, "We bailed out the banks with our tax dollars.
They should help us. " NewsHour: Boston Group Helps Homeowners 'Stand Up, Fight
Back' Against Foreclosure, (PBS broadcast Oct. 19, 2010), transcript available at http://
www.pbs.org/newshourlbb/business/july-dec10/foreclosures_10-19.html. Nonetheless, some
community activists believe that it is better to go through foreclosure and buy back the
home at current market value than to negotiate a bank modification that usually does not
reduce the principal and sometimes results in higher payments. Sandra Larson, Volunteers
Offer Hope, Help amid Foreclosures, BAY STATE BANNER, Oct 15, 2009, available at http://
www.baystatebanner.com/locaI12-2009-10-15 . Banks, on the other hand, do not want tenants to remain in the home after foreclosure even if they pay rent because they believe
that the property must be vacated as soon as possible so that it can be repaired and placed
on the market for sale. Huber, supra note 90. Unfortunately, they are failing to see that the
properties are not being sold and instead lie vacant leading to community blight.
98 It is not always the homeowner who buys back the foreclosed property. Often, a
tenan t who was living in the home at the time it was foreclosed is able to buy back the
property.
99 Bee has very strict loan terms and less than half of homeowners who have had a
foreclosure qualify. NewsHour: Boston Firm Offers Homeowners A Second Chance after
Foreclosure (PBS broadcast Oct. 20, 2010) [hereinafter A Second Chance], available at
http://www.pbs. org!newshour/bb/business/july-dec10/banker_10-20.html. Nonetheless, 60%
of those who have applied have qualified, and 90% of those have been able to buy back
their homes. Hicks, supra note 96. Homeowners are required to have their paychecks directly deposited into their bank accounts and mortgage payments are automatically withdrawn every two weeks. Mortgage terms are thjrty yea rs fixed, currently at a rate of six
percent. A Second Chance, supra . Because homeowners are paying much less for their
homes than they originally owed, and quite often less than their neighbors, they are required to share with Bee any profit they may obtain in the future from selling the home.
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Students in the Community & Economic Development Clinic
("CED") at Yale Law School in New Haven, Connecticut have also
assisted in a post-foreclosure advocacy effort. There, the Clinic joined
a task force composed of several New Haven community organizations called Real Options Overcoming Foreclosure, or ROOpoO
which had undertaken a Neighborhood Stabilization Initiative to reduce the negative effect that multiple foreclosures had on the local
community.tOl When the Yale Clinic first began to work with the local
task force, it participated in an outreach program for homeowners at
risk of foreclosure similar to the one created by No One Leaves.1°2
The faculty at the Yale Clinic soon realized, however, that community
organizing was not the Clinic's "core competency" so they left it to the
local agencies to handle outreach and counseling, and instead focused
on legal and policy research.l03 One key effort joined by the Clinic
was ROOF's post-foreclosure approach of purchasing, rehabilitating,
and reselling or renting foreclosed homes.104 The Clinic's role was to
Hicks, supra note 96. Despite this, homeowners who have gotten loans through BCC are
grateful for the ass istance, feeling for the first time that the process is honest and that the
loan officer has taken the time to explain the loans in a way that they can understand. Id.
100 These include the Greater New H aven Community Loan Fund, the Livable Cities
Initiative, Neighborhood Housing Services, an d others. Jim Shelton, It takes a ROOF: Real
Options Overcoming Foreclosure Project Lends Homeowners a Hand, NEW HAVEN REGISTER, March 22, 2009, available at http://www.nhregister.com/articles/2009/03122/1ife/doc49
c61afbb852d589294791.txt. The task force works at three differe nt levels: reaching out to
homeowners, providing assistance to homeowners at risk of foreclosure and renters living
in foreclosed homes, and stabi lizing neighborhoods. {d. ROOF, "a comprehensive response to the mortgage foreclos ure crisis L] . . . has been recognized as the most advanced
in the state and among the most successful in the country." Ludwig Community Development Project and Clinic, http://www.law.yale.edu/academics/Ludwig.htm (last visited
March 15, 2011).
101 The ROOF Project, Neighborhood Stabilization, http://www.theroofproject.org/
about-us/neighborhood-stabi lization (last visited April 1, 2011). These include dropping
property va lues, made worse by aba ndon ed buildings, which have jumped from 300 to 800
in 2009. Paul Bass, Rescue Squad Hunts for " Tipping Points," NEW HAV EN INDEPENDENT,
April 15. 2009 [here inafter Tipping Points], available at http://newhavenind ependent.org/
archives/2009/04Irescue_squad_hu .php (last visited May 31, 2010).
102 Carole Bass, Home Team, YALE ALUMNI MAGAZIN E, June 3, 2009 [hereinafter
Home Team], available at http://www.yalealumnimagazine.comlextras/ROOF.html.
103 {d.
104 NEIGHBORHOOD STABILIZATION PROG RAM OPERATIONAL OVERVI EW, NOVEMB ER
2009, available at http://www.theroofproject.org/neighborhood-stabilization-program-nspnew-havenINSPOperationaIOve rviewNov2009.pdf. The City of New Haven launched the
neighborhood stabilization program using $3.2 million in funds from the fed eral Neighborhood Stabilization Project ( SP) in combination with other public and private resources.
The money will be used to buy foreclosed homes, repair them, and sell them to qualified
home-buyers of modest means. The project initially aimed at havin g 20-25 homes reoccupied within the first year with perhaps 60 to 100 more units rescued over time. Homes
must be resold to lower income fami lies and individuals. Tipping Points , supra note 101. To
date, two homes have been renovated and resold, eight are up for sale, and ten more are in
the process of be ing renovated. Houses for Sale, http://www.theroofproject.org/houses-for-
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devise the criteria to be used in determining which properties would
provide the most benefit to the community,lo5

4.

Policy and Community Development

The first example of a broad based policy approach was developed by some of the same Harvard students described in the previous
sub-section when they became involved in drafting and lobbying for
the passage of legislative reforms. For example, in July 2010, the Massachusetts Legislature unanimously passed "An Act to Stabilize
Neighborhoods," the most comprehensive statute in the U.S. for protecting those living in foreclosed properties. The key part of the bill,
drafted by students at HLAB in 2007, prohibits banks from evicting
tenants in foreclosed buildings unless they have "just cause."I06 The
bill also criminalizes mortgage fraud 107 and extends the pre-foreclosure period on residential property, giving more time for homeowners
to cure their default.I08
Students at the CED Clinic at Yale have also engaged in policy
advocacy in response to the foreclosure crisis in New Haven. lo9 As
mentioned above, the CED at Yale joined the local task force of community organizations known as ROOFllO and played a role in its postforeclosure campaign. In addition, law students assisted ROOF's efforts to help renters evicted from foreclosed homes by explaining to
banks the benefits of allowing renters to remain in the properties. 111
Eventually several banks promised to review their policies regarding
removals. In addition, Yale students researched best practices, dissale (last visited Sept. 10, 2011). There are also two homes that have been renovated and
are available for rent. Rental Properties, http://www.theroofproject.org/neighborhood-stabilization-program-nsp-new-havenlrental-properties (last visited Sept. 10, 2011).
105 Home Team , supra note 102.
106 Landmark Foreclosure Protections , supra note 89. Banks cannot evict tenants in
fo reclosed properties unless the tenant fails to pay rent harms the property or the Bank has
other "just cause" to evict. As originally drafted , this would also have protected foreclosedon homeowners from eviction. Id.
107 Id.
!O8 Carrie Bay, Massachusetts Extends Homeowners "Right to Cure" to 150 Days ,
DSNEWS.COM, Aug, 16, 2010, http://www.dsnews.com/articles/massachusetts-extends-home
owners-right-to-cure-to-150-days-2010-08-16 (last visited March 8, 2011).
J09 Foreclosures increased 700 percent between 2007 and 2009, by which time New Haven had the third highest number of subprime loans in the State. Tipping Points , supra
note 10l.
110 See notes 99-104, supra , and accompanying text.
III Students worked with the New Haven Legal Assistance Fund to research and draft
letters that included "before and after" photos of unoccupied properties that demonstrated
the loss of property value that occurs to unoccupied homes as a result of vandalism and
disrepair. The value of one of the properties was $160,000 at foreclosure but sold for only
$16,00016 months later because it had been vandalized after the bank had evicted the four
tenants that lived in th e home. Home Team , supra note 102.
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sected complex financial deals, and testified before the Connecticut
Legislature,112

R

Consumer Law and General Civil Practice Clinics

General civil practice and consumer law clinics constitute a large
majority of the programs that provide representation on consumer
and debtor issuesJ13 This is helpful because these programs are able
to adapt their focus to meet emerging community needs and enforce
changes in credit laws. This flexibility could not be more important
than it is now because of both the current consumer debt crisis and the
recent passage of two major pieces of federal legislation that will affect how consumers interact with financial institutions, credit reporting companies, and other less traditional lenders such as payday
lenders. The more wide ranging of the two, the Dodd-Frank Wall
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act l1A signed into law in July
2010, has been called " the most comprehensive piece of financial reform legislation .. , ever."11 5 The other is the more narrowly focused
Credit Card Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure Act of 2009
enacted to "establish fair and transparent practices" in credit card
agreements, 11 6
Because of the recent changes in the law, this section is divided
into two parts. The first describes the way general civil practice and
consumer law clinics have practiced prior to the new legislation because the methods they have employed remain relevant. With the new
legislation, they now have a more favorable statutory framework
within which to protect consumers. The second sub-section provides a
more detailed description of the new laws and how all public interest
law organizations, including clinics, can use them to better represent
their clients.
Id.
In addition to a review of clinic websites, info rmation for this section was obtained
from responses to telephone surveys by: Laura Boeckman, director of the Consumer Law
Clinic at Florida Coastal Law; Scott Maurer, Consumer Law Supervising Attorney at the
Katharine and George Alexander Community Law Center, Santa Clara School of Law;
Judith Fox, director of the Economic Justice Project at Notre Dame Law School; and Bob
Dauber, Clinical Professor of Law, Civil Justice Clinic at the Sandra Day O 'Connor College of Law (on file with authors). This discussion can also apply to the work performed by
elder law clinics that address consumer protection , fraud, predatory lending, and debt collection defense.
114 Pub. L. No. 111-203, 124 Stat. 1376 [hereinafter " the Act" or " Dodd-Frank Act"]
(codified at 12 U.S.c. §§ 5301- 5641; 22 U.s.c. § 286tt; 26 U.S.c. § 1256; 28 V.S.c. § 994
note; 42 U.S.c. §§ 5301 , 8108; and scattered sections of 5 U.S.c. , 7 U.S.c. , 12 U.s.c., and
15 U.S.c.).
115 Kathryn Reed Edge, Bank on It: Only a Framework, TENN. B.l. , Dec. 2010, at 28, 28.
116 Preamble, Pub. L. No. 111-24, 123 Stat. 1734 (codified as amended in scattered sections of 15 U.S.c.) [hereinafter the "Credit CARD Act"].
112

113
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Representation Prior to the New Legislation

According to our survey, the most common problems addressed
by general civil practice and consumer law clinics are predatory lending and fra ud practices involving debt collection (including automobiles) and credit reporting.1 17 A few have also devoted resources to
mortgage and foreclosure issues such as land contract and foreclosure
rescue scams, which were discussed above. Lastly, a small number of
clinics have conducted consumer education or policy work.
The representation provided by the Consumer Practice Clinic at
Santa Clara University School of Law's Katharine and George Alexander Community Law Center provides a good example of the use of
litigation to enforce consumer rights. Many of its cases involve some
form of consumer fraud such as one in which it represented a Spanishspeaking immigrant who was defrauded by a local car dealership. Although the financing company had obtained a default judgment of
$12,186 against him, the Clinic was successful not only in reversing the
judgment but also having the case dismissed and the client awarded
over $4000 in damages. In another case involving an attempt to collect
a time-barred debt by harassing the client and violating several requirements of the Federal Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, the
Clinic was able to negotiate a settlement of $2,000 in his favor.
Less typical, but possibly even more effective, are class actions
filed for violations of the Truth in Lending Act. In one instance involving the door-to door sales of computer systems to mostly Spanishspeaking consumers, the Clinic represented a husband and wife who
had experienced a high-pressure sales pitch prior to agreeing to
purchase and finance the system. While the finance company provided
the couple with a monthly payment figure , there was no disclosure, as
required by Truth in Lending Act, of the over $1000 in interest they
would be paying over the life of the loan. The Clinic filed a class action suit against both the finance and computer companies obtaining
an injunction against the computer company plus a financial settlement for the class of over $1 million in debt relief as well as $690,000
in damages, $5000 of which went to their initial clients.l 18
The Consumer Protection Project housed at the Columbus Law
School of Catholic University of America provides an example of a
consumer law program that provides representation on a smaller
11 7 These include fair debt collection issues, such as abusive debt collection practices,
and improperly or illegally garn ished wages.
118 Favorable settlements were also obtained in class actions against door-to-door sa lesmen of Craftmatic Adjustable Beds that targeted senior citizens and car dealers who were
falsely telling customers they were obtaining loans at zero percent interest wh ile actually
rolling the interest into the price of th e car.
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scale.1 19 Though these cases sometimes involve litigation, many involve negotiating with credit agencies and banks on behalf of clients.12O For example, the Project represented a client who had paid
several thousand dollars to a debt settlement company to reduce the
balance and payoff her credit cards. One of the credit card companies
later sued the client for non-payment. The Project was able to recover
all the money paid to the settlement company, which the client then
used to payoff the credit card. Because the Project negotiated a reduced payoff amount with the credit card company, the client was
able to save $600.12 1 The Project has also represented several clients
that have been sued by debt buying companies. Though a few have
required litigation, most cases were dismissed with prejudice by the
debt buying company as soon as the Project filed its notice to
appearP2
An alternative to litigation has been undertaken by a few clinical
programs either because they see education as the best way to help
consumers or they do not have the resources to support the amount of
supervision required to oversee lawsuits. Thus some law schools have
created advice clinics to provide both a pedagogical tool and a needed
community service. One model for such an effort is provided by the
Community Law Center at Santa Clara Law, which is unique in providing credit to students who participate only in its Advice and Interviewing Clinic. The Clinic sets up appointments for approximately 25
clients per month on a bi-weekly basis. Students then meet one-onone with each person and provide advice in different aspects of consumer law, including auto fraud , unfair debt collection practices,
bankruptcy law, and credit-reporting matters. Even though they do
not represent the persons they interview, the Clinic students do get to
practice three important legal skills: interviewing, counseling, and case
analysis. Students also learn about a wide array of consumer issues
119 The Consumer Protection Project was created whe n the Columbus Community Legal Services program became the recipient of unclaimed funds from a cons umer class
act ion settlement. Consumer Protection Project, http://www.law.edu/cli ni cs/cle/Consum er
ProtectionProject.cfm (last visited Jul y 24, 2011). The Project represents clie nts in all types
of consumer issues, including recove ry of ga rnished bank accounts, unauthorized opening
of credit cards, bounced payroll checks, and filing Chapter 7 ba nkruptcies. E-mail from
Catherine Klein , Professor of Law and director of Columbus Community Legal Services
(June 22, 2011, 20:05 EST) (on file with a uthors); Co nversa tion with Paul Kurth, Director,
Consumer Protection Project, Columbus School Law. (July 26, 2011) .
120 Conversation wi th Paul Kurth, Director, Consume r Pro tection Project, Columbus
School of Law. (July 26, 2011).
121 Id.
122 [d. As discussed supra , notes 21 and 23, debt buying companies a nd debt collectors
often file suit with very weak evidence of the act ual amount owed and with improper documentation to prove it. Dismissal of the case is a commo n result if they are challe nged in
co urt by attorneys.
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during preparation for their meetings with clients.
A somewhat more traditional community education model is
used by the litigation-oriented Consumer Law Clinic at Santa Clara
and the Economic Justice Project at Notre Dame Law School. At the
latter, consumer education is part of the workload carried by students
since they are expected to collaborate on such efforts with local agencies such as the Attorney General, Legal Services, and the Housing
Counselor. Included is a requirement that the students at the Clinic
make a "Lunch-and-Learn," presentation at a local community center.
Between 25 and 40 people usually attend these presentations, and
sometimes the Clinic will accept cases from those in attendance. The
Santa Clara Consumer Clinic uses first year law students under the
supervision of an attorney to lead workshops on consumer and debtor
issues at day-worker centers, ESL classrooms, and community centers.
The goal is to educate consumers about general credit issues, including credit cards and the purchase of new and used cars.l 23

2.

Opportunities Presented by the New Legislation

The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection
Act was passed in response to the credit crisis and the complaints that
banks, credit card companies, and mortgage brokers had engaged in
abusive and deceptive practices.l24 The hope is that it will dramatically
change the way financial institutions interact with consumers. One
area of focus is mortgage lending where the Act requires that, prior to
approving a mortgage, lenders must make reasonable and good faith
determinations, based on verified and documented information, that
the borrower is able to pay, not only the loan, but also all taxes and
insurance over the life of the loan.l25 A lender's failure to do so would
123 This includes information about personal finances; understanding credit and issues
related to credit cards, credit reports, credit scores, and the rights of credit holders; understanding debt and debt collection; and understanding particular choices th at co ul d create
difficulty for the consumer. The clinic also offers workshops in landlord/tenant and
worker's rights. A si mil ar community ed ucation model is also provided by th e Consumer
Protection Project at the Columbus Law School. Students there are expected to complete
two communi ty ed ucation outreaches as part of their cl inical work. These outreaches focus
on educating college students about credit issues related to student loans, seniors about
credit scams they may be targeted with, and job seekers regarding identity theft, credit
report errors and improving their credit ratings. The Project also conducts training for
attorneys on th e debt collecti on process, debt collection actions, fair credit reporting,
wrongful repossessions, and home repair fra ud. Conversation with Paul Kurth , Director,
Consumer Protection Project, Columbus School of .Law. (July 26, 2011).
124 Dodd-Frank Act, supra note 114. With thousands of Americans losing their homes
because of mortgages they did not understand or had been misled into signing, the problem became promi nent.
125 Beth S. DeSimone, James D . Richman & Tengfei (Harry) Wu, Down Payment: The
Dodd-Frank A ct Takes Aim at The Primary Abuses Uncovered During the Mortgage
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make it liable to the borrower for damages and attorney fees 126 and
would also be an affirmative defense in a future foreclosure action. 127
The attorneys' fees provision is especially important because it may
attract the private bar to take such cases. At a minimum, it should
expand the resources of public interest organizations since it is possible for attorney fees to be awarded to legal services programs and law
school clinics. For example, the Notre Dame Economic Justice Proj ect
won an appellate case in 2009 which affirmed the award to the Clinic
of attorney fees for the successful representation of a client.1 28
Also in the area of preventing foreclosures , the Act helps defaulting unemployed homeowners by establishing a $1 billion fund to provide them with bridge loans to make their mortgage payments so long
as they have the possibility of reemployment. 129 Of equal interest to
clinical programs like the Yale ROOF Project that work to prevent
blight due to foreclosures is a second billion dollar fund given to the
Department of Housing and Urban Development ("HUD ") to provide grants to those engaged in "the redevelopment of abandoned and
foreclosed homes."130
To promote the more general goal of guaranteeing "fairness and
transparency" with regard to all consumer financial products including
mortgages,l31 the Dodd-Frank Act also creates the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau ("CFPB") which began exercising its powers
on July 21, 2011. 132 Among them is the ability to regulate " banks and
Meltdown , L.A. LAWYER, Jan. 2011, at 35, 36.
126 Dodd-Frank Act, supra note 114, 15 V.S.C § 1639b(d).
127 [d. at 15 V.S.C § 1640(k). The Dodd-Frank Act a lso prohibits financial incentives
that mot ivate le nders to steer borrowers into more costly sub-prime loans, prohibits some
pre-payment penalties, and imposes new disclosure rules for mortgages made to consumers. BRI EF SUMMARY OF THE DODD-FRANK WALL STR EET R EFORM AND CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 9, V.S. Senate Wall Street Reform Conference Report [hereinafter
"SUMMARY OF THE A CT"] , available at banking.senate.gov/public/_files/070110_Dodd_
Frank_ Wall_Street_Reform_com pre hensive_summ ary_Final.pdf.
128 Payday v. Hamilton , 911 N.E.2d 26 (Ind. Ct. App. 2009), transfer denied , 919 N.E.2d
558 (Ind. 2009). Using reasoning that would be applicable in any jurisdiction, the court
held that "whether the focus is on enabling suit by those otherwise unable to afford litigation, or on deterring misconduct by imposing a monetary burden upon the wrongdoe r, a
legal aid organization me rits an attorney fee fully as much as does the private attorney. "
[d. at 35 (citing the Court's holding in Kleine-Albrandt v. Lamb , 597 N.E.2d 1310,1312-13
(Ind. Ct. App. 1992».
129 Dodd-Frank Act, supra note 114, at 12 U.S.C § 2706.
130 [d. at 42 U .S. C § 5301 note.
13 1 Elizabeth Warren: Obama Tapped Her 10 Set Up the New Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. Can She Create a More Honest Market? , NEWSWEEK, Dec. 22, 2010, [hereinafter Elizabeth Warren] http://www.newsweek .com/2010/12/22/e lizabeth-warre n-oncleaning-up-credit-markets.htm l (last visited March 15, 2011).
132 Wall Street Reforms, Bureau of Co nsu mer Financial Protection, http://www.treasury.
gov/initiativeslPages/cfpb.aspx (las t visited March 15, 2011).
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credit unions with assets of over $10 billion 133 and all mortgage-related businesses (lenders, servicers, mortgage brokers, and foreclosure
scam operators) , payday lenders, and student lenders as well as other
large non-bank financial companies, such as debt collectors and consumer reporting agencies. "134 The Bureau also has the power to both
define acts and practices as unfair, deceptive and/or abusive 135 and
"require rescission or reformation of contracts, refunds or return of
property, restitution, compensation for unjust enrichment, and civil
money penalties. "136 Importantly, the CFPB is charged with providing
financial education , responding to consumer complaints, conducting
research to identify risks to consumers, and creating and enforcing
rules that address federal consumer lawsJ37 One example of how the
CFPB will benefit consumers is its mandate to create a new model
mortgage document within a year138 whose goal is "to make the price
clear, to make the risk clear, and to make it easy to compare one
product with another" which will benefit both consumers and financial
institutions.139
A much narrower piece of legislation, the Credit Card Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure Act of 2009,140 will also come
under the authority of the CFPB. The purpose of this act according to
Elizabeth Warren , President Obama 's appointee to set up the Board,
is " to reduce surprises in re-pricing of accounts and to take a major
step in improving the overall transparency of credit card costS. "141 To
that effect, it creates a prohibition against rate increases on existing
balances 142 and protects cardholders against rate increases on future
133 Nonetheless, attorneys predict that a " trickle-down" effect will be fe lt on banks with
less than $10 billion in asse ts. Reed, supra note 115, at 28-9.
134 SUMMARY OF THE A CT, supra note 127, at 2. Auto dealers, real estate brokers, retailers, acco untants, tax preparers, and attorneys will not be regulated by th e CFPB. DoddFrank Act supra note 114, 12 U .S.c. §§ 5517, 5519.
135 Id.
136 Reed, sup ra note 115, at 28.
137 Dodd-Frank Act, supra note 114, at 12 U.S.c. § 5511(c).
138 Elizabeth Warren , supra note 131.
139 E lizabeth Warren, who was appo in ted by the President to establish the Burea u, aims
to create a one-page document with all key terms, including the monthly payments, cash
req uir ed at closing, and the time th at it will ta ke to payoff the loan, so th at consumers can
make easy comparisons in shopping for a mortgage. ld.
140 Credit CAR D Act, supra note 116.
141 In trod uctory remarks by E liza beth Warren at the CFPB Confe rence "The CARD
Act: One Year Later," Feb. 22, 2011, available at www.cons umerfinance.gov/speech/thecard-act-one-yea r-laterl
142 ADVICE FOR CONSUMERS ON THE NEW CREDlT CARD PROTECTIONS, Na ti onal Consumer Law Center, available at http://www.nclc.org/images/pd f/crediccards/card-advicefor
consumers021O. pdf. There are exceptions to this prohibition on ra te increases. A credit
card company may increase the rate if the card carries a vari able rate, th e rate is a " teaser"
rate set increase to a specified ra te at the expiration of the teaser period, or the card-
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transactions. 143 The Act also provides limits on how much a credit
card company can increase the minimum payment; sets limits on penalties and fees ;144 and requires statements sent to cardholders to include how long it would take the cardholder to payoff the debt if only
minimum payments are made, as well as the amount that must be paid
to eliminate the debt in three years.1 45
Unfortunately, according to the National Consumer Law Center,
credit card companies devised ways to evade many of the protections
of the Credit CARD Act as soon as it went into effect.l 46 This ability
of credit card issuers and other financial institutions to circumvent the
law is one of the reasons for the creation of a consumer protection
agency with more flexibility and with the ability to respond quickly.l4 7
Although the Credit CARD Act has been of some benefit to consumers, many still have difficulty understanding or comparing the costs
and risks of particular credit cards.l48 Fortunately for consumers, the
CFPB, as discussed above, will be making clarity for consumers a top
priority.
The existence of the CFPB will be certain to impact financial
markets and more importantly, for the purpose of this article, consumers. The exact impact will remain uncertain until the CFPB creates,
implements, and enforces regulations. The creation of these new regulations is an excellent opportunity for clinical programs and their diholder'S minimum payment is 60 days late. However, if the cardholder pays on time for six
months, the interest must be reset to the previous lower rate. Id.
143 Id. Rates can be increased if the credit card provides notice but not within the first
year of the account, unless one of the exceptions described in note 142, supra , applies.
144 These include limiting over-the-limit fees only to those who opt-in to allow the
lender to approve an over-the-limit transaction and limiting the over-the-limit fee to one
per billing cycle. Id. Other protections on credit card fees attempt to make it harder for
credit card lenders to charge late fees and penalties. For example, credit card companies
are required to make due dates on the same day each month and require payments due on
a holiday or weekend to be considered timely paid if made the next available business day.
Jd.
145 Credit CARD Act, supra note 116, § 201. Both of these payment options must also
include the total amount that would be paid in interest.
146 Press Release, National Consumer Law Center, Credit Card Protections Take Effect
Monday but Loopholes and Abuses Persist (Feb. 17, 2010), available at http://www.nclc.org/
images/pdf/crediccards/pr-card-effective-date0210.pdf. These include approving over-thelimit transactions even where the cardholder has not opted in and charging a prohibited
over-the-limit fee disguised as a late fee. Although the Credit CARD Act prohibits raising
interest on existing balances, credit card companies evade that rule by supposedly charging
29% but agreeing to refund 10% if the cardholder pays the next bill on time.
147 See e.g. New Credit Card Protections, New Abuses: Consumer Watchdog Needed to
Monitor Industry , O UTLOOK (NCLC, Boston, Ma.), Spring/Summer 2010, at 4, available at
. http://www.nclc.org/images/outlook/spring10_outlook.pdf (describing abuses by credit card
issuers and arguing that a regulator who can respond quickly would be better at curbing
the abuses).
148 Introductory remarks by Elizabeth Warren at the CFPB Conference, supra note 141.
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rectors who have real world experience with consumer regulation to
provide input into the regulations that will affect all of us as consumers. This has been made clear by Elizabeth Warren , who has sought
input from business, academia, and the general public on how best to
establish the CFPB and create its regulations.149 The creation of the
CFPB is also an opportunity to educate the public about the new regulations and their effect on consumers. Once established, the new regulations will undoubtedly provide clinical programs with a new arsenal
to represent consumers.

C.

Bankruptcy Clinics

Bankruptcy clinics 150 are the second largest category of consumer
clinics at U.S. law schools, often as part of the pro bono bankruptcy
programs that exist in almost every state,1S1 The services provided at
these clinics range from advice on how to file bankruptcy petitions pro
se to full representation in Chapter 7 and Chapter 13 cases. 1S2 Some
programs limit representation based on the type of debt that is being
discharged; for example, limiting representation to discharge of medical debt or bankruptcies filed in an effort to save a family home. IS3
Because of the uniformity of bankruptcy laws, clinical programs that
represent clients in bankruptcy proceedings are generally similar to
149 See id. (stating: " Industry representatives have expressed their willingness to help,
and many consumer groups and academics are committed to helping as well. We want to
work collaboratively with all parties. "); The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, Open
for Suggestions, www.consumerfinance.gov/openforsuggestions/ (last visited July 24, 2011).
150 The information for this section, like the others, was obtained from the survey conducted at clinics handling bankruptcies and from their websites. The interviewed clinical
professors and the websites of their clinical programs, were Mary Jo Eyster, director of the
Consumer Counseling and Bankruptcy Clinic at Brooklyn Law, http://www.brooklaw.edu/
academics/clinicalprogram/overview.aspx?; Leyza Blanco, director of the Bankruptcy
Clinic at Florida International University College of Law, http://law.lawnet.fiu.edu/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=437 &1 temid=812; Leif Rubinstein, director
of the Mortgage Foreclosure and Bankruptcy Clinic at Touro Law Center, http://www.
tourolaw.edu/academic_programs/juris_doctorjd/c1inics/; Patricia Redmond, director of
the Bankruptcy Clinic at the University of Miami, http://www.law.miamLedu/ciinics/bankruptcy_assistance.php; Clint Cutler, director of the Bankruptcy Clinic at the University of
Minnesota, http://www.law.umn.edu/prospective/coursedetails.html?course=35; and Warren Jones, director of the Bankruptcy Clinic at the University of the Pacific McGeorge
School of Law, http://www.mcgeorge.edu/ Academic_Programs/Experiential_Learning/
Pacific_McGeorge_Legal_Clinics/Bankruptcy_Clinic.htm (surveys on file with authors).
151 See PRO BONO BANKRUPTCY: PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES (The Miller Center for
Public Interest Advocacy, Penn State Law, Ed.), available at law.psu.edu/_fiIe/Public% 20
Interest/probono_bkcy_programs.pdf. Connecticut, Hawaii, Idaho, Kansas, Mississippi,
and the District of Columbia do not have any pro bono programs for those seeking to file
bankruptcy petitions.
152 ld. See discussion of Chapter 7 and Chapter 13 bankruptcies, supra note 61.
153 PRO BONO BANKRUPTCY: PROGRAMS AND RESO URCES, supra note 151.
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each other. 154
Cases at these bankruptcy clinics typically involve individuals
with medical, mortgage, auto financing, and credit card debt
problems. The increased number of clients with mortgage and foreclosure issues indicates how many more families are on the verge of
homelessness often because someone became unemployed. For these
families, the goal of fi ling for bankruptcy is to discharge any remaining
debt so that the family is eligible to apply for a rental home.
A typical client at a bankruptcy clinic will present a collection of
these issues. For example, it might be a single mother with two children and no child support who has accumulated both student loan
debt by attending a local college and significant credit card debt for
purchases of clothing, household supplies, and furnishings. In addition
she might have had to take leave from her job because of a medical
problem, thereby also acquiring medical debt. At this point she would
have applied for and been approved for welfare and Medicaid, which
would have covered her children's medical expenses. When she was
able to return to work, she would be concerned that her large credit
card and medical debt might alarm a prospective employer who performed a credit check. Additionally, she would worry about both accepting part-time employment, which would cause her to lose her
public benefits and health care coverage, and being unable to afford
her student loan payments, which would prevent her from returning to
school to complete her degree. 155
What a bankruptcy clinic could do for such a client is file for
bankruptcy on her behalf, assuming that is what she wanted to do,
which would discharge her medical and credit card debt but probably
not her student loans.l 56 This would obviously not solve all her
154 Some bankruptcy clinics are externships administered by local legal aid or attorney
pro bono organizations. Students in both types of clinics perform the same type of work,
but due to the nature of the externship, attorney supervisors are more detached from the
law school. An interesting variation on the format of the clinic is the Bankruptcy Clinic at
the Universi ty of Minnesota Law School. At this clinic, second year law students act as the
students attorneys, performing the bulk of the work for the client. Third year students who
completed the clinic the prior year supervise the work as "directors" for the clinic, at a
ratio of 3 second-year students for each director. Presumably, this arrangement allows a
larger number of students to participate in the program, since numbers are usually limited
due to the requirement of supervision. It also permits the clinic to take on a larger
caseload. Response to a telephone survey by Clint Cutler, director of the Bankruptcy
Clinic at the U. of Minn. L. Sch. (on file with authors).
155 This Gomposite was provided by Mary Jo Eyster, director of the Consumer Counseling and Bankruptcy Clinic at Brooklyn L.aw in New York, in her response to a survey (on
file with authors).
156 Student loans are not dischargeable in bankruptcy unless a high standard of undue
hardship has been met. For example, the Bankruptcy Clinic at Florida International University College of Law was able to have a $20,000 student loan debt discharged for a pay-
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problems but it would improve her chances of obtaining employment
and significantly lower her monthly payments. Assuming she was able
to find a job, it is possible she could then resume her former lifestyle.
The current economic climate has greatly increased demand for
bankruptcy services. Because they are unable to represent more than
a fraction of those who could benefit from filing for bankruptcy, most
bankruptcy clinic directors would like to provide education in consumer and debtor issues which could help clients avoid many of the
problems being faced by those considering bankruptcy. In the ideal
world, they also would like to engage in policy advocacy157 since obtaining changes in the rules through administrative and legislative reform would make it a lot easier both to obtain a bankruptcy and to
discharge a greater amount of debt. Indeed, many of the difficulties
encountered in filing for bankruptcy today were created by Congressional reform of the bankruptcy laws in 2005, which not only increased
the costs of filing for bankruptcy but also made it more difficult for
individuals to qualify for bankruptcy protection. 158
ment of $300 wben the client was legally blind beyond correction , whicb made him unable
to work or drive and also led to some e motional issues. The settlement left th e client totally
debt free, a result tbat was considered an incredible acbievement by the clinic director
because the undue bardship status is so difficult to overcome. E-mails from Nicole Grimal
(Aug. 5,2010, 12:14 EST) and Barry Turner (Aug. 5, 2010 at 11:36 EST), students at Florida International University Bankruptcy Clinic (on file with authors).
157 For example, in Minnesota there are many payday loan companies, often with abusive practices, tbat operate over the internet. However, it is often difficult, if not impossible, to find a pbysical address for these companies in order to sue them to obtain relief for
clients. Clint Cutler, d irector of the Bankruptcy Clinic at the University of Minnesota Law
School, is interested in lobbying the legislat ure to e nact laws that would make tbese entities accountable. He would also like to conduct impact litigation on debtor and creditor
issues to perhaps address problems with student loan hardship issues. Response to a telephone survey (on file with authors).
158 As discussed supra in note 50 and accompanying text, the costs associated with bankruptcy have made it difficult for low-income individuals to file for bankruptcy. For example, BAPCPA not only increased filing fees for bankruptcy proceedings but also created a
requirement for a credit counseling course and a financial education course, which only
add to the cost. MacArtbur, supra note 51, at 425-26. Fee waivers, thougb statutorily permitted , are often not granted. Id. at 426, 438-40. The credit counseling requirement also
creates other problems by requiring that it be completed within a certain timeframe before
filing for bankruptcy; failure to meet the timeframe results in dismissal of the petition and
loss of the filing fee. Id. at 429. This can negate protection for those who are filing an
emergency pe tition to protect assets and will therefore not have had time to complete the
required counseling. Id. 429-30. BAPCPA also increased the complexity of the paperwork ,
making it more difficult for pro se Eilers, and made attorneys liab le for errors in the
debtor's schedul es. These iss ues have indirectly increased tbe cost of filing for bankruptcy
because attorneys have raised tbeir fees to offset their risk and to account for the longer
time tbey must spend due to the increased complexity of the pape rwork . Id. at 433-35.
BAPCPA also made it more difficult for individuals to qualify for bankruptcy by instituting
a means test. [d. at 420-21. Important changes were also made to the automatic stay, the
most fundamental protection against creditors' claims, whicb requires all collection actions
by creditors to cease once a petition is filed. For example, it instituted new provisions
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South African Law Clinic Consumer Indebtedness Project

Since the consumer indebtedness crisis is a worldwide problem, it
can be belpful to look at the responses of other countries, especially
their law school clinics. As mentioned above, the research that led to
the writing of this article was undertaken in order to make a presentation at an international conference on consumer debt issues sponsored
by the University of Pretoria in South Africa in August 2010. The
Consumer Law Clinic at that University continues to be a leader in
work on consumer indebtedness there, and presents a useful model
for study.
By way of background , more than 11 million of the 18.22 million
active credit users in South Africa in 2010 (60.5 %) were over-inde bted. In May of that year alone, about 124,630 summonses for debt
default were issued by its courtS.1 59 Earlier in the crisis, the South African Parliament enacted a new National Credit Act which took effect
on June 1, 2007.160 This Act sought to remedy many of the most oppressive practices in consumer lending such as high interest, service
fees, and penalties.161
For the past ten years, the University of Pretoria Law Clinic has
successfully demonstrated what can be done to help consumers, including working with the national government to implement legislation designed to protect them. In 2001 , the Clinic undertook a pilot
project to provide debt and debt-related counseling and legal services
to over-indebted consumers. This program, commonly referred to as
the Debt Relief Proj ect or the Debt Counseling Program, was partially fund ed by the Department of Trade and Industry in 1999 and
lim iting th e automa tic stay in landlo rd-evictio n proceedin gs, allowing a landlord who has
obtained a pre pe titio n judgment to evict the te nant unl ess the default is cured wi th in 30
days. Jd. at 441. T he automat ic stay is in place fo r only thirty days fo r th ose who have had a
petition dismissed in th e previo us yea r unless a motion to extend the stay is heard before
the thir tie th day and the pe titio ner can show th at th e new petition was filed in good faith.
BAPCPA , P.L. 109-8 (codi fied in scattered sectio ns of 11 U .S. C.) § 302(3). For those who
have had two o r more pe titio ns dismissed in the last year, there is no a utoma tic stay unless
the debtor can prove th at he is fi ling in good fa ith . l d. a t § 302(4).
159 Forty-six pe rcent of the indebted consumers were three or more months in arrears
with installments o r judgme nts had bee n granted against th e m. 14.5 % of the in debted consum e rs were debt stressed, in other words one or two months in arrears wi th payments.
Intern a ti onal Confere nce o n Over-Indebtedness and Credit Regulation Program, Message
fro m the Director (on file with auth ors); UN IVERSITY OF PRETORIA LAW C LI NIC R EPO RT
(1980-2005) , at 1 (on file with auth ors).
160 Na ti o na l Credi t Ac t 34 of 2005, available at http: //www .info.gov.za/view/
D own 10adFileAction ?id=67888.
16 1 Sim ilar practices in the United States, such as fede ral regul atory fa ilure or underregula tion of national banks on credit o r the U .S. mortgage le nding system, led to e nactme nt of the new Dodd-Frank Wall Street Refo rm and Consume r Pro tection Act discussed,
supra notes 124-39 and accompanyi ng text.
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modeled on a similar program in Australia. Ninety-two final-year
LL. B. students consulted with clients on their debt problems, taking
instructions, drafting letters, negotiating with other parties and institutions, doing research and drafting pleadings.162 Since its inception, the
Clinic has provided legal services to hundreds of overburdened debtors and also drafted guidelines and a training manual published in July
2005 for debt counselors.
The Clinic's work received a major boost in 2007 when the South
African Parliament enacted the National Credit Act mentioned above
and the Clinic was appointed as a project leader. This meant that the
Clinic was the preferred training provider to the National Credit Regulator, who is the CEO of the organization set up to implement the
Act. Since then, the Clinic has presented training courses for prospective debt counselors and others across the country. In addition, it
researched and published a comprehensive report concerning irregularities regarding 'garnishee' orders and a 350-page study concerning
obstacles in the Debt Counseling Process. This report led the Department of Trade and Industry to appoint a task team that includes a
member of the Law Clinic staff as a permanent member.
Frequently law school clinics outside of the U.S. put more emphasis on providing legal services and less on pedagogical issues than
those here because there are so few other resources available to provide representation to their low-income population and less money
available for clinical legal education. The University of Pretoria Law
Clinic shares some of these differences, which means its efforts may
not be totally applicable to what a clinic here might do. A second
potential difference is that an important part of the University of Pretoria Clinic model is its close working relationship with the national
government which provides significant funding for the Debt Relief
Project. Through this collaboration, the Clinic has been in a position
to provide research and to influence the development and implementation of national legislation. Admittedly, the decision to work with
national or local governments in achieving solutions to consumer debt
and housing problems is a controversial one for law school clinics here
in the U.S. because they are often in the position of suing government
for failure to implement laws.
Despite these two factors, we believe that the University of Pretoria Clinic can provide guidance on how clinics here and elsewhere .
could respond to the consumer debt crisis. One reason is that working
with a government entity is not unprecedented. For example, the Yale
Law Clinic collaborated with the City of New Haven to address the
162 UNIVE RSITY O F PRETORIA LAW CLI N IC R E PO RT,

supra note 159, at 25 .
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mortgage foreclosure crisis there. This therefore demonstrates how
clinics can effectively work with government while maintaining independence to represent clients against the government when necessary.
Second, organizing an International Conference of the type held in
August 2010 provides an opportunity for a U.S. law clinic to spark
discussion about greater and more effective consumer advocacy here.
By organizing an international conference, the law clinic can expose
local participants to successful approaches and ideas from other countries. The clinic will also expose academics who are expert in a field to
information about legal problems in clinics that substantiate the need
for policy reform. In this way a clinic would be fulfilling one of the
basic obligations of a University that houses a law school, as described
in the Introduction: stimulating research and analysis of problems that
arise from the absence of laws that are needed, or ones that have been
drafted poorly or are being implemented unfairly.

III.

How

A LAW SCHOOL CAN RESPOND: A BRIEF ANALYSIS OF

CURRENT U.S. CLINICAL PROGRAMS THAT ADDRESS
CONSUMER IND EBTEDNESS PROBLEMS

As the previous section demonstrates, clinical program models
that address the current consumer crisis display an interesting variety
and creativity, as would be expected if they are to fulfill their roles as
laboratories for new and effective legal strategies. While other law
schools may seek to imitate them, it is important for any law school
seeking to create or expand clinical programs to examine which model
is best suited for it based on the law school's objectives and resources,
as well as the legal needs in the community. To assist in this effort, this
section analyzes the pedagogical benefits of the different models and
the potential benefits to the community and the law school.
Clinics that focus on predatory lending and other forms of property fraud provide a valuable service to consumers in need of low-cost
legal services. Unfortunately, just as in other areas of consumer indebtedness, there are insufficient clinical resources to meet this demand even with the decrease of predatory lending because of the drop
in property values.l 63 This is particularly unfortunate because these
163 For example, the Consumer Law Clinic at Florida Coastal Law usually has between
20 and 30 open cases. Although the local legal aid office, Jacksonville Area Legal Aid, has
a unit devoted to consumer issues, they cannot meet the need of the community either.
Many people are turned away from both programs. E-mail from and Laura Boeckman,
director of the Consumer Law Clinic at Florida Coastal Law (March 10, 2011, 19:44 EST)
(on file with authors) . The same is true of the Consumer Protection Proj ect at Columbus
School of Law, which though it has 25 to 30 open cases must turn away many more prospective clients who have very few places to which to turn. These consumers are usually
referred to Catholic Charities, which in often cases must also refer them to other commu-
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cases are rewarding ones to pursue for the client, the community, and
the law school. Clients benefit because these cases often result in
monetary awards that they can use to pick up their lives. The community benefits, even though a clinic can only represent a limited number
of clients, because this may be sufficient to correct or eliminate a
widespread practice as a result of a criminal prosecution, negotiation
with the offending party or parties, a class action suit, publicity that
forces the lender to desist, widespread community pressure, or a damage award that is so substantial that the lender stops the practice out
of fear of similar suits. The fraud case handled by the Northwestern
Clinic, discussed supra ,164 is an example of how several of these strategies may have combined to stop the offending practice. Finally, the
law school benefits because obtaining such a result also provides students with experience handling significant cases while at the same
time improving the law school's standing in the local commumty.
In foreclosure cases where property fraud is not involved, simply
providing representation to individual debtors is not likely to have
much benefit beyond the immediate client unless illegal practices that
impact many debtors are uncovered and addressed. In those situations, the strategies such as those employed by the Harvard and Yale
Clinics would be more beneficial in terms of widespread impact. On
the other hand, from the standpoint of pedagogical goals, students can
benefit greatly from representing an individual client. As in other
forms of consumer litigation, they gain experience in client interviewing and counseling, negotiation, and litigation that can be transferred
to other areas of practice. Moreover, depending on the number of clients and the way the cases are publicized in the local community, this
type of representation might also enhance the school's standing and
stop illegal practices. A law school needs to balance these factors to
determine the priorities for its clinic. The Northwestern Clink, for example, has chosen to pursue both individual representation and class
action cases thereby potentially reducing some of the impact it might
have while providing students with a wider range of experiences.
Clinical representation in consumer law is also pedagogically rich.
The cases are relatively uncomplicated and provide students with an
opportunity to learn sets of skills that are easily transferable to other
areas of law. In addition, obtaining results like those of the Santa
Clara Clinic, discussed above,1 65 will undoubtedly enhance a clinic's
standing in its community. Those examples also demonstrate how valnity attorneys. Conversation with Paul Kurth , Director, Consumer Pro tection Project, Columbus School of Law. (July 26, 2011).
164 See Section II .A.l.a, supra .
165 See Section II.B .1, supra .
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uable litigation can be in the struggle to protect consumers. In many
instances, the cases have been able to impact large numbers of people.
The Truth in Lending case, for example, clearly affected a whole class
of consumers and most likely helped thousands more as both the
named defendants and other retail and finance companies reformed
their practices to avoid similar litigation. In the same way, the cases
involving fraud and the attempt to collect a time-barred debt may
have prodded other lenders to reform their collection practices. Admittedly, one judgment may not have an immediate effect, but at
some point an accumulation of judgments in favor of consumers can
bring about change. Or as in the case of the foreclosure statute passed
in Massachusetts,166 uncovering these types of practices can spur the
development of new administrative or legislative remedies.
This is therefore an area of practice in which we believe other law
schools should consider establishing clinics. The need is obvious since
current consumer law and civil litigation clinics are generally overwhelmed with requests for representation. As a result, most potential
clients are turned away and only a few find other representation.1 67
The one caveat is that when choosing its clients, a clinic needs to consider the potential benefit that representation of this client can have
See Section II.A.4, supra.
One of the exceptions is the limited number of Legal Services programs that handle
cons ume r cases, but they are eq ually overwhelmed. Only abo ut 12% of all cases closed by
all the legal services programs in the U .S. in both 2008 and 2009 related to consumer issues.
See LEGAL SERVICES CORP. 2008 ANNUAL REPORT, at 10 (Legal Services Corporatio n
2009), available at http://www.lsc.gov/pdfs/LSC_2008_Annual_Re port.pdf; LEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION 2009 ANNUAL R EPORT: 35 YEARS As AMERICA'S PARTNER FOR
EQUAL J USTICE, at 27 (Legal Services Corporation 2010), available at http://www.lsc.gov/
about/annualreport.php. These issues include repossessi ons, debt collection and debt collection disputes, debt relief and bankruptcies, e nforcement of co ntracts and warranties,
un fair sales practices, and public utility disputes. Unfortunately, according to a study conducted by the Legal Services Corporation , through which these local legal services a re
funded, "for every clie nt served by an LSC-funded progra m, one person who seeks help is
turned down because of insufficie nt resources." DOCUMENTING THE J USTICE GAP TN
AMERICA: THE CURRENT UNMET CiVIL LEGAL NEEDS OF Low-INCOME AM ERI CANS 1
(Legal Services Corporati on, 2010), available at http://www.lafla.orglpdUjustice_Gap09.pdf.
The other excep tions are the few instances where th e private bar will represent the
clie nt because of the avai lability of fee-s hifting. For example, there are several fe deral consumer fee shifting statutes. The Truth in Lending Act, codified at 15 U .S.C § 1600, Pub. L.
No. 90-321 , 82 Stat. 146 (codified as amended at 15 U.S.CA. §§ 1601-1667f), provides for
th e recovery of attorney fees for any violations of specific disclosures. Magnuson-Moss
Warranty Act, Pub. L. No. 93-637, 88 Stat. 2183 (codified at 15 U.S.C §§ 2301- 2312), provides for a ttorneys' fees for violat ion of consumer product warranties. Many states' laws
also provide for the award of attorney fees in consumer cases. For exam ple, in Californ ia,
th e Lemon Law, cod ified as the Song-Beverly Consumer Warranty Act in Civ. Code
§§ 1790-1795.7, provides for manda to ry fee-shift ing if the pl aintiffs prevail. Similarl y, in
Pennsylvania, the U nfair T rade Practices and Consumer Protection Law, 73 P.S. §§201-1 9, provides for attorney fees if a consumer suffers damages as a result of specified acts
deemed to be unfair or deceptive.
166
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for others. In one sense this is unfair to clients with more individualized problems, but it nevertheless is required by the limited resources
available for this type of practice. Law school clinics with in depth
experience in consumer practice can help to solve the problem of a
shortage of legal services by organizing continuing legal education
conferences to train members of the private bar to provide pro bono
representation or to accept referrals in fee-shifting cases.
Another clinical model that provides individualized representation is one that provides dual representation in mortgage foreclosure
and bankruptcy. This approach, while creative and novel, has the limits of the standard representation described above for predatory lending and property fraud in terms of its ability to help only a limited
number of clients. This creates situations such as that experienced by
the Touro Law Center Clinic which, despite working at full capacity, is
unable to assist all of those who seek its services.1 68 Therefore, a law
school wishing to implement this clinical model has to measure this
limitation against the valuable learning experience for students and
the possible public relations benefit before undertaking a similar
effort.
In contrast, the post-foreclosure approaches by Harvard and Yale
law schools have had wide impact in the community.1 69 These models
are both ingenious and effective and have been successful from both
the clients' and the law schools' perspectives. Part of their appeal is
that some of these remedies can work even when the initial foreclosure was justified. Their goals are to keep people in their homes and/
or maintain community viability regardless of whether people initially
defaulted on their loans. Pursuing these goals appears to be exactly
what is needed in many communities and achieving them clearly impacts a large number of people. We therefore think this is an excellent
model for other law schools to potentially pursue, although it may not
work in some communities that may not be organized enough to provide an opportunity for law student participation in post-foreclosure
campaIgns.
The same can be said of the policy advocacy programs created by
these schools. Clearly, such policy advocacy provides a great opportunity for achieving widespread relief for low-income debtors. The fore closure statute passed in Massachusetts with the help of Harvard
students and the policy change agreed to by banks as a result of negotiations with Yale students both undoubtedly helped a large number
of people. These programs also allowed the students to practice skills
such as drafting, lobbying, and negotiating with large institutions and
168
169
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gave them "a hands-on understanding of the complex process of getting legislation enacted, including all of the strategizing, collaborating,
coalition-building and deal-making necessary for that to happen "170
that they were unlikely to master in any other part of the law school
curriculum. And finally, the local communities, the bar, and legislators
were grateful for the Clinics' efforts.J71
Consumer and civil law clinics engaged in responding to the enactment of the Dodd-Frank Act and the creation of the CFPB can also
engage in policy work that will affect a large number of consumers.n2
This new legislation in consumer law provides clinics experienced in
doing policy work with an opportunity to get involved in generating
the new regulations. Their work can provide a model to other clinics
as well as help their students learn the important skills of writing and
lobbying for effective legislation. I73 In sum, the new legislation only
increases the possible benefits to law schools that undertake this type
of work in terms of impact, pedagogy, and public relations.
Additionally, the new legislation provides an opportunity for clinics that conduct consumer education to teach the public how the new
rules will affect them, serving as a model for other clinics wishing to
begin a community legal education project. In fact, a major benefit of
a consumer education model is its cost-effectiveness: a large number
of clients can be educated with a limited number of supervisory staff.
Providing community education is also useful for students who get to
practice their presentation skills, learn to think on their feet while answering questions, and further their knowledge in a specific area of
law. Finally, since they provide a valuable community service, such
clinics are also likely to enhance the school's position in its
community.
Perhaps the only drawback of policy and community development models as well as some of the innovative post-foreclosure strategies and those conducting community education is that students do
not get to practice individual legal skills such as interviewing and
Landmark Foreclosure Protections , supra note 89.
See e.g. David L. Ryan, Forced Out , BOSTON GLOBE VID EO, July 30, 2010 (attorney
states, "Thankfully the legislature passed . .. a law th at would prevent foreclosing banks
from throwing out tenants for no reaso n") , available at http://bcove.me/2Iilen7a; Homeowners, Renters May Get More Help , Today in Globe Busi ness, BOSTON GLOB E, July 30,
2010 ("Housing advocates and lawmakers said th e legislation marks a major step forward
in th e state's battle aga inst foreclos ures, which are increasing at an alarming rate."), available at http : //www.boston.com/business/tick e r/2010/07/ today_in ~lobe_3 67.html .
172 See Section II.B .2, supra .
173 Clinics should also become thoroughly ed ucated o n the Bureau's functions and how
it will interact with consumers, as well as the regul ations that it will eventu all y promulgate,
so that their students are ready to provide se rvices to th e clients and to ed ucate th e community on th e ir rights.
170
171
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counseling, nor do they get the courtroom experience they might receive in another type of clinic. Of course, not all law students are interested in pursuing a career as litigators after graduation so they may
have less need to develop those skills.
For those students who are interested in pursuing careers in alternative dispute resolution, mediation clinics offer an excellent source
of practical experience. In fact, alternative dispute resolution centers
have been growing at law schools across the U.S. Adding a clinical
component, such as the one developed by the University of Wisconsin,
is an excellent way of complementing the work of these ADR centersp4 Nonetheless, law schools again have to balance their community impact and pedagogical priorities. It is our hope, though, that this
type of advocacy becomes even more widespread in the clinical world.
By comparison, bankruptcy clinic models may bring more potential benefits to a law schoo1,175 The bankruptcy clinics at Florida International University and the University of Miami exemplify this model
where the clinic seminar is taught by adjunct faculty members who
also screen potential cases. The law students are then supervised on
each case by a different experienced pro bono attorney chosen from
the bankruptcy bar association. Since bankruptcies require such a specialized type of representation governed closely by statute and regulations, experience gained by students handling these types of cases is
not likely to be as transferable to other types of litigation and so may
174 See Section II.A.2, supra . The University of Wisconsin program is the o nly program
we could find where stude nts re present homeowne rs in foreclosure proceedi ngs. Even in
the Foreclosure Mediation Program at Marque tte University Law School, after which the
Wisconsin program is mode led, students participate as third-party mediators. E-mail fro m
Sarah Orr, Director of the Consumer Law Clinic at the University of Wisconsin Law
School (March 11,2011,9:41 EST) (on fil e with authors); MARQUETrE UNIVERS ITY LAW
SCHOOL CLINICS, JUDICIAL INTERNSHJPS, AND SUPERV ISED FIELDWORK, 2011 SPRING SEMESTER, at 9, available at http://law.marquette.edu/s3/site/images/curren t/spring20llIclin
ics.pdf. Although there are a large number of ADR and medi ation clinics in U.S. law
schools, many of which mediate foreclosure cases, students in these programs participate as
mediators and not client representatives. See e.g. Notre D ame Justice Project, supra note
57, where students act as fa cilitators; NYU Law Mediation Clinic, where students have the
opportunity to observe and participa te in the state of New Jersey's Foreclosure Mediation
Program alongside a more experienced mediator, NYU Law Medi ation Clinic, http://www.
law.nyu.edu/acade mics/clinics/semester/mediationlindex. htm ; Southern U ni versity Law
Center Mediation Clinic, whe re stude nts have the opportunity to act as third-party
mediators in foreclosure cases. So uth ern University Law Center, The Clinics, http://www.
sulc.edu/ad ministra tio n/clinical-educationlthecl inics. htm#7. The Civil Justice Clinic a t the
Sandra Day O'Connor College of Law will be opening a fo reclosure mediation project in
the Fall 2011 semester with funding from Arizona 's Attorney General's Office, but as of
July, 2011 the project is still being designed so it is not ye t known what role will be played
by the st udents participating in the program. E-mail from Bob D aube r, Clinical Professor
of Law, Civil Justice Clinic, Sandra D ay O'Connor College of Law (March 10, 2011 , 15:11
EST) (on file with autho rs).
175 See Section II.C, supra .
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be less of a priority pedagogically for an in-house clinic. Nor is bankruptcy representation likely to have much impact beyond the individual client unless the case could result in a revised practice or new
interpretation of a regulation or section of the bankruptcy statute. On
the other hand, students who become proficient in representing bankruptcy clients could readily apply their skills in other bankruptcy matters wherever they practice because the bankruptcy laws are uniform
across the country. There is a likelihood of having greater impact if
the clinic is also engaged in either community education or policy advocacy. In addition, gaining proficiency in bankruptcy representation
may be very useful to a number of students in employment in bankruptcy practices after law school.
Whether it makes sense for law schools to open more bankruptcy
clinics is therefore a closer question than either of the prior two types
of representation discussed. Law schools will have to carefully weigh
all the factorsP6 What is certain is that, just like the other areas, there
currently are insufficient resources to meet the need in the comrnunity.177 What this means is that even in communities that have a probono bankruptcy clinic or a legal aid program,l78 a majority of clients
will not obtain this type of representationP9
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The foregoing analysis demonstrates the great variety and crea176 Another factor is funding. In Miami the bankruptcy clinics at Florida International
University and the University of Miami have been generously funded by the local bankruptcy bar associations. The clinic classroom components are taught by bankruptcy attorneys who volunteer their time including screening appropriate cases and finding other
attorneys to supervise the students working on each case. The attorneys also facilitate the
students attending Bankruptcy Bar Association meetings and conferences thus introducing
them to potential employers and the organization of the profession.
177 Nonetheless, some bankruptcy clinics are expanding their services into other areas.
For example, the Consumer Counseling and Bankruptcy Clinic at Brooklyn Law is developing a program for representation in mortgage foreclosure cases where they will assist
clients in loan modification through a federal program. Survey response of Mary Jo Eyster,
Director, Consumer Counseling and Bankruptcy Clinic, Brooklyn Law (on file with
authors).
178 Even in communities where legal aid services do exist, the need is still unmet because, though an increasing number of legal aid programs have begun representing clients
in bankruptcy proceedings and consumer issues, the need is far greater than these programs can meet. See D OCUM ENTING THE JUSTICE GAP IN AMERI CA, supra note 167.
179 A typical example of this is the Bankruptcy Clinic at the University of the Pacific
McGeorge School of Law in northern California, which represents approximately 100 clients every year. Though this would be considered a large caseload at most clinics, the clinic
director feels that this does not even make a dent in the problem that exists in the community. Over 1000 individuals contact the clinic for assistance every year and most have to be
turned away. Response to a telephone survey by Warren Jones, director of the Bankruptcy
Clinic at the University of the Pacific McGeorge School of Law.
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tivity of law school clinics in just one area of law. These clinical programs have developed courses that address the needs of their
communities and that are also pedagogically important for law students. Of course, this is not limited to clinics that address consumer
indebtedness issues. U.S. law school clinics offer client representation
and student education in a wide range of legal areas, both civil and
criminal, and engage in policy advocacy, legislative advocacy, alternative dispute resolution, and litigation among other problem-solving
approaches. What our analysis demonstrates is that clinical programs
can serve as laboratories for experimentation on how best to approach
legal issues in any area of law because they have the freedom to try
different approaches to the problem. Because they are almost always
housed in large universities, they also may be best suited to put together the resources needed to evaluate the effectiveness of their approaches in terms of community impact and teaching effectiveness. Iso
The clinics can also be inter-disciplinary, involving students and
faculty members from different fields with expertise in solving community problems. This exposure for law students to working with experts in other fields is not found in most other parts of the law school
curriculum and provides great pedagogical value for students and legal value for clients.
Based on the results of this research, other law schools can better
make their own decisions of what clinics to establish and what models
they should use. In addition, the approaches they develop can be
adopted or modified by governmental or other public interest law organizations to best meet the needs of large numbers of clients. Clearly,
because they are generally swamped trying to help the clients who
reach their doors, most governmental or legal services organizations
do not have the resources either in terms of funding or staff to undertake such research or experimentation on their own.
U nfortunately, no law school currently has a system in place to
do this. D espite the ubiquitous presence of law school clinics, there is
a "dearth" of empirical analysis of these programs.l 81 In fact, there is
an "almost complete lack of empirical work on innovation, course design, pedagogical methods, and overall program design. "182 As a con180 T his ana lysis is also applicable to law schools that are not housed in large
universities.
181 The Center fo r Study of Applied Legal Education (" CSALE"), The Need for
SCALE, http://www.csale.org/need. html (last visited March 25, 2011).
182 Id. One of the few studies in existence is th e longitudinal study on clinical education
currently being conducted at CSALE, housed at tb e University of Michiga n Law School.
The study includes data on the number and type of clinical programs in th e U.S. Nonethe·
less, this study reports statistics but does not evaluate progra ms. The res ults of the study
are available at CSALE's website, http://www.csale.org/index.html (last visited March 23,
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sequence, there is also little information on whether some models
obtain better results than others for clients and/or for students. Although many individual clinics are doing important work, as can be
seen through the examples of the clinics presented here, their work
normally is not disseminated and evaluations of their effectiveness are
generally done internally, if at all. If a system, or a forum, could be
developed or established that would permit a determination of what
works and what does not work, what has most impact on the community and the law, and what is most pedagogically useful, models could
be developed that could be adopted by U.S. and international law
schools among others.
One way for this assessment to be made is for clinical faculty to
write about the various models that exist in an area of practice. This
article is such an attempt in the area of mortgage foreclosure and consumer law which has greatly expanded in the past two years. However,
it does not constitute the kind of in depth analysis of the advantages
and disadvantages of a range of different models, including what may
make them work in particular communities but not others,183 Clinicians themselves are generally so busy that they do not conduct the
kind of in depth analyses needed . There also is the question of how
such information would be disseminated and therefore who would
read it. Nevertheless, it is more likely that this type of study could be
organized at a university with its ability to attract research funds and
draw on the person power available among professors and graduate
students, for example, in sociology or urban affairs.
Organizing national conferences of clinics in similar areas of practice is another approach to obtaining an exchange among clinics with
different models, and perhaps a beginning appraisal of the effectiveness of each model. 184 This would optimally place representatives
fro m all the different clinical programs in one place to present what
their clinics are doing and how they are doing it. The conferences
2011).
183 For example, the Harvard model, discussed supra in notes 87-98 and accompanying
text, which has been used to keep people in th eir homes after fo reclosure might work well
in that community because of the program's collaboration with City LifeNida Urbana , a
grassroots organization which the community knows and trusts, and the BCe. Other communities which do not have the same mix of partners may not be as successful in stemming
the tide of preventing neighborhood blight.
184 Confere nces with clinics foc used on a specific area of law have been orga nized in the
past few years particularly in areas of growing o r emerging types of practice. For example,
the communi ty development and transactional clinicians meet each year funded partially
by grants from the Kauffman Foundation . The International Human Rights clinicians now
hold yearly one-day meetings and the Intellectual Property clinics also gather o n a regular
basis to exchange ideas. The AALS also holds a n annual clinical conference during which
clin icians often meet by subject gro up foc us.
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could be organized by both practice area and methodology which
would allow for different types of comparisons and assessments. Without some mechanism for formal evaluation, however, this type of conference might serve only as a place to talk about clinical work instead
of the best way to change and improve clinical programs. While such
discussions would undoubtedly be helpful, such a conference would
not have maximum impact. This could be remedied at least in part by
inviting independent groups of clinicians and academic researchers to
objectively evaluate the work done by each of the clinics and present
their findings at the conference. To increase the chances of this happening, the clinical community could involve such organizations as the
Clinical Legal Education Association (CLEA) or the Association of
American Law Schools Clinical Section and seek the financial support
of the ABA and others.
A third approach that might be easier to implement but would
likely be less comprehensive would be to establish fellowships where
recent law graduates or clinical staff attorneys could conduct extensive
research on various law clinics and present the findings in publications
including law review articles. This type of engaged scholarship, evaluating the impact of law school clinics on the problems encountered in
their representation of clients and recommending needed policy
changes, would make a significant contribution to the policy makers in
neighborhoods and states in which law school clinics are located. Of
course, this approach also requires research support but grants might
be available from the ABA or other sources of traditional research
funding.
Whatever approach is chosen, we believe undertaking more research and analysis is long overdue. As can be seen from the work of
legal clinics presented here, they are fertile ground, not only to teach
law students the practice of law, but also to help reform the law and
thereby bring about hope and change in communities.

